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Composer hears mother’s song in bell-like canon
Karen Young is busier than ever—
composing, organizing gigs in a
myriad of styles, and gearing up
for a five-concert series starting in
February.
For our interview, Young was seated
in a Verdun café, sipping her latte
and reading a Nancy Huston novel.
She had that glow we have come to
associate with her, ever since we first
heard her with the Bug Alley Band
in the late 1970s. Her engaging stage
presence, a mix of joy and innocence,
her skill in singing scats, ballads and
even Yiddish songs have won her
admiration from musicians and fans.
We met to talk about her latest projects, and the release of two
albums that speak to the range of her
musical interests and talents.
You Make Me Feel So Young
(URSH/Select) is not a play on her
name, Young insisted, with a smile—
merely her title track and top pick
from among the varied selections
on the album. It features two jazz
veterans, guitarist Sylvain Provost
and bassist Normand Guilbeault,
both dedicated and talented musicians. They provide the highest level
of support and enhancement, allowing vocals and accompaniment to
fold together seamlessly.
The second album is surprising
for someone best known for her
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“Composing this work
was a lifeboat.”
~ Karen Young
work as a jazz singer: Missa Campanula (URSH/Select), a liturgical
polyphonic mass in eleven movements, written over five years, while
Young was helping to care for her
late mother, Lorna Bell Chadwick,
declining with Alzheimer’s until her
death in 2012.
An incandescent, spiritual and
uplifting work, Missa features the
Voces Boreales vocal ensemble and
among the soloists, her daughter, the
well-known jazz and pop vocalist
Coral Egan. It is a follow-up in some
ways to her Canticum Canticorum
project, an oratorio based on the Song
of Songs.
Both projects underline the range
of Young’s musical impulses, her
love of choral music, her vision for
ensemble works and ability to
convey deep emotions.
“When I just listen to music, I call
it my blue hour—just after sunset
especially in winter, when it’s all
blue, that incredible colour of the
snow and the sky. I listen to choral
music and it just gives me this sense
of peace. Life is sacred, and the world
is sacred – and this music is sacred.”
Young recalled the moment when
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Dino Recine,

her mother was driving in Hudson
and suddenly didn’t know what was
happening, “She was hysterical and
didn’t know what to do, so my sister Maureen and I decided it was
time for her to move in with one of
us. She had been staying at a cottage
near the river in Hudson. After the
incident, she came to live with Maureen, the one who always looked
after mom.
“My sister kept her promise,” Young
recalled. “I can’t tell you how much I
respect my sister for what she’s done.
She was always going to classes, teach-

ing Yoga, then running home. My
mother was always happy. We would
watch old movies together. Maureen
would take her to hear my brother’s
country band and she would dance.
She always loved music.”
Karen Young replaced her sister
regularly to give her respite time, and
her dog became her mother’s dog.
It was during this difficult time
that Karen Young began writing the
music in honour of her mother. It
was not something she decided on
doing, Young insisted, the music
came to her from a deeper source:
“Whenever I was there I just sat
down with my laptop and worked
ten hours a day.”
As she writes in the liner notes,
“Composing this work was a lifeboat…My style of writing changed
substantially, became more
romantic, nearer my mother’s taste;
the worse she got, the more full of
hope the music became.”
As the writing progressed, she
realized, “it was based on a belllike canon sung by the women and
trebles. I named it Missa Campanula,
or the Bell Mass.” While recording
the work in the Notre-Dame-deBon-Secours chapel in Old Montreal.
“We heard her approval in the
almost imperceptible ringing of the
glass chandeliers in the silence after
each song.”
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Young’s harmonious adventure began with folk music
Continued from page 3

Born in June 1951 and raised in Hudson, Quebec, Young’s romance with music was nurtured at
home, with piano lessons. Then she taught herself
guitar. Her uncle, Berkley Chadwick, founded the
Elgar Choir in the 1920s and directed it for 30
years. Her mother sang in that choir as a teenager.
Young’s first adventure was with folk music,
when as a teen she developed harmonization with
friends at high-school hootenannies, then scoring
a hit at 19 with her single, Garden of Ursh. She

sang in several Montreal choirs where she says she
fell “deeply in love with sacred music.”
The music industry, however, scared her, Young
recalled, so in spite of her hit single, she and thenhusband tried living off the land near the Rivière
Rouge. When that experience collapsed, Young
moved to Montreal with a son and daughter and
founded Bug Alley Band as lead vocalist – a hip
jazz combo, modeled on the pioneering Lambert,
Hendricks, and Ross group.
Her career went on to teaching at Université de
Montréal and duos with Montreal’s first-call bassist of the 1980s and 1990s, Michel Donato.
This year she sang Yiddish lyrics—music composed by Henri Oppenheim to poems by Montreal writers—as part of Tur Malka. Yiddish expert
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Bureau 1312
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© Collection Assemblée nationale du Québec,
photographe Valérie Cliche
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Rifka Augenfeld coached her on pronunciation.
“I’ve always needed that variety, because I’m a
bit of a school dropout. I’ve learned everything
on my own. I’ve cultivated curiosity and respect
and I bring it into what I write. I really like having
a large palette.”
She has three CDs with bassist Michel Donato on
Justin Time, and a total of 11 with her own URSH
label, and others with violinist Helmut Lipsky.
Young lives in Verdun in a condo overlooking
the reservoir and spends long hours developing
ideas and composing for choral ensembles.
She plans to write music for Five Songs of Leonard Cohen, free prose from his Book of Mercies,
which would be performed in tandem with Missa
Campanula, if and when Cohen agrees.
Karen Young is featured in a five-concert
Invitation Series, or Carte Blanche, at the Côte des
Neiges Maison de la culture, 5290 Côte des Neiges.
Tickets are free. To reserve: 514-872-6889.
Jan. 26 • pianist Marianne Trudel accompanies
Young in repertoire and Joni Mitchell songs
Feb. 9 • Young presents Brazilian music with
piano, bass and drums
Feb. 16 • jazz and swing tunes in a trio with
guest saxophonist Jean Derome
Feb. 18 • a tribute to bebop singers Lambert,
Hendricks & Ross, with family, Doug Young,
Isabelle Young, and Lana Charbonneau
March 3 • medieval melodies re-interpreted
with a trio, including singer-bassist Pierre Cartier
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Synagogues step up for refugees
Irwin Block

Members of two of Montreal’s liberal Jewish
congregations have joined co-religionists in
other Canadian cities to sponsor Syrian refugees seeking asylum in Canada.
With what organizers describe as “overwhelming generosity,” a campaign among members of
Dorshei Emet, the Reconstructionist Congregation in Hampstead, has raised $90,000—enough
to sponsor three families.
About 150 families, individual members and
“many outside the community” contributed to
the campaign.
Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom in Westmount
has raised $70,000 in a continuing campaign, with
plans to sponsor three Syrian families.
Late last month, it began applying to sponsor the
first family.
At the Temple, Rabbi Lisa Grushcow explained
that caring for the stranger is the most frequent
commandment in the Torah, the essential book in
Judaism: “We know the heart of the stranger. We
know what it is to be unwanted and unsafe, and
we know it is incumbent on us to make the world
a better place by helping others.”
The flight of some two million Syrians, either
displaced within the country, or forced into camps
in Jordan, Lebanon, and Turkey, is considered the
worst refugee crisis since World War II.
In Dorshei Emet’s case, the Montreal-based and

multi-denominational Syrian Kids Foundation
suggested the synagogue sponsor two of the families, who have relatives in Montreal.
Forced to flee the fighting at home, one family
ended up in Lebanon, the other in Saudi Arabia.
Both await final documents to make the journey
here. A third family has yet to be selected.
Once they arrive, the synagogue committee will
be asking for assistance to help find housing, jobs,
clothing, toys, and social services for the families.
The commitment at the Temple is part of what
Rabbi Grushcow describes as “a long and proud
history of Tikkun Olam, repairing the world. We
understand it to be a religious imperative, and we
believe that we show our values by how we act. You
can’t just talk the talk, you have to walk the walk.”
Grushcow said her congregation is confident the
Canadian government screening will be thorough,
noting that “everyone is conscious of security concerns – most of all the refugees fleeing violence.
“The main message is that we want to do our
part to help respond to this international crisis,
and this very human tragedy,” Grushcow said.
“I don’t want to have to tell my children that
we did nothing while entire families drowned or
froze to death, trying to escape war and suffering.
Our religious tradition and our shared humanity
compel us to act.”
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Indian spice flavours today’s English
India is second only to the U.S. in the number
of English speakers, with 125 million, or 10 per
cent of its population, speaking the language of
Shakespeare.
English serves an important function in a country in which nearly 1,000 languages are spoken
— only Hindi and English are likely to be understood throughout India.
Last winter, I went on a three-week tour of India
where, judging by the English used by our tour
guide Amit, one wouldn’t suppose that Indian
English was at all distinctive. But given that he
was addressing two dozen North American tourists, he wouldn’t use normal vernacular.
Had he done so, here’s an example I’ve concocted of the particular flavour of Indian English
he might have used, where the italicized terms
represent Indian English: “The puskee goonda
holding the tiffin carrier was eve-teasing the young
woman, notwithstanding that the police-wallah
with a lahti was standing next to the grameen
bank near the kaccha road.” Some translation is
in order: A puskee goonda is a feeble-minded
hooligan and a tiffin carrier designates a small
lunchbox; eve-teasing is a euphemistic reference
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Christmas Mass Schedule
Christmas Eve December 24
Christmas Eve December 24

~ Mass 8 p.m. (St. Patrick’s Square)
~ Mass 10 p.m. (St. Richard’s)
~ Carols begin at 9:30 p.m.
Christmas Day December 25 ~ Mass 10:30 a.m. (St. Richard’s)
New Year’s Eve December 31 ~ Mass 4:30 p.m. (St. Patrick’s)
New Year’s Day January 1, 2016 ~ Mass 10:30 a.m. (St. Richard’s)
Regular weekday morning mass at 9 a.m.
There will be no weekday morning mass on Dec 23rd & 30th.
7070 Guelph Road, Côte St. Luc, 514-488-0778
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The Word Nerd
Howard Richler

to sexual harassment of women; a police wallah
is a police officer (wallah denotes a profession);
and lahti refers to a stick that is two to five feet
long and which may be lead-weighted. A grameen
bank refers to a village bank designed to aid the
less affluent and a kaccha road is a dirt road.
British journalist Malcolm Muggeridge quipped
more than 30 years ago that the last Englishman
would be an Indian.
When I was researching Indian English for my
book Global Mother English 14 years ago, I came
upon some Internet usages that described some
of the words and expressions that have become
archaic in England. One site stated: “now we can
all enjoy a few glasses of jolly good Indian wine
without spoiling our reputations” and another
used the phrase “out of station chappies.” Terms
such as these are less likely to be used in India,
however, words that are still used have actually been declared “obsolete” by the OED. These
include “condole,” for to grieve and “prepone” to
mean the opposite of postpone.
Indian English is replete with effusive phraseology. “Don’t eat my head” denotes irritation. If
your head is “eating circles”, you are most likely
giddy. If someone utters “My head is paining,
father serious,” the person has a headache exacerbated by their father being very ill.
Should an Indian inquire “For what joy?”, the
individual is trying to find out your reasons for a
particular action.
Nobody can accuse Indian English of brevity.
The expression “Please respond” is likely to be
replaced with the long-winded “Beg the pleasure
of your response” or if a quick answer is required,
“Please revert at the earliest reply.” The Indian
English newspapers have large matrimonial
sections where you’re likely to find such wordy
entreaties as “seeking mutual alliance for a daughter.” My favourite description of the ideal partner
for a bride-seeking fellow was the oxymoronic
“traditional with modern outlook.”
For more than 50 years Indians have been
exacting a modicum of revenge on the legacy of
the British Raj by re-inventing English.
In 1947, Indian writer Raja Rao was one of
the early advocates of a distinct Indian style of
English: “We cannot write like the English. We
should not… Our method of expression therefore has to be a dialect which will some day prove
to be as distinctive and colourful as the Irish or
the American. Time alone will justify it.” Given
that in the last three decades India has supplied
several Booker Prize winners for the best novel in
any Commonwealth country, I think it fair to say
that time has spoken.
As a character in Hanif Kureishi’s 1995 novel
The Black Album affirms, “they gave us the
language but it is only we who know how to use it.”
Richler’s book Wordplay: Arranged & Deranged
Wit will be published in March 2016.

Muslim scholar speaks out
against Islamist abuses
Irwin Block

Tariq Ramadan is a Muslim scholar
who appeals to Western Muslim
audiences because he believes that
modernity and Islam in an increasingly secular Western society are
compatible.
Born in Switzerland, Ramadan is
professor of Contemporary Islamic
Studies in the Faculty of Oriental
Studies at St. Antony’s College, Oxford University. His speeches in three
Canadian cities last month, sponsored by Canadians for Justice and
Peace in the Middle East, were sold
out, but he answered questions before
speaking at St. James United Church.
What message do you have concerning the atrocities committed
in the name of Islam?
The majority of the victims are
Muslims in Muslim-majority countries. These people are using some
verses of the Quran, distorting the
meaning of the message, misusing
and abusing the religion. In Islam,
we have reformers, traditionalists,
literalists, mystics, but this is unacceptable and we have to condemn it.
We should avoid saying that everything has to do with religion. There
are historical and political factors,
economic and geo-strategic goals that
add to the complexity. It has to do
with power, money, and dirty politics.

The most dangerous is an
ignorant person ignoring
his or her ignorance.
To what degree is Wahhabism
(Saudi Islam) responsible for radicalizing young men and what can
be done to combat radicalization?
Historically, the Salafi advocates
were always idealists, not involved in
violence. We cannot reduce Salafi or
Wahhabi traditions to be responsible
for violence or violent extremists.
The problem with the Salafi trend
and the Wahhabi ideology is the
mindset that is being nurtured in
people who are not violent, yet
thinking in a binary way. It’s “us vs.
them,” and “you are a better person if you detach yourself from the
other.” They are using verses and
prophetic traditions and nurturing
something that exposes the magic
mind as to “the truth.” ... If you know
how to play this, you can push this to
violence. This is the backdrop in psychological terms, and it is pushed on
the Internet, in a very simplistic way

as “let us come together as Muslims
against the Other, against Them,
against The West,” using the mindset
to go from dogmatism to extremism.
The great majority of the young
and not-so-young people in Boko
Haram, in Daesh, in ISIL, in Paris,
are not really trained in Islam. The
common factor among these people
is that their commitment to religion
was not more than three months old
before they did what they did. ...
One of your biggest allies in the
region is Saudi Arabia, which is where
this mindset is nurtured, promoted,
financed, and spread. You asked your
citizens to be open, to abide by the
law, to be democratic, and your allies are nurturing a message of Islam,
which is exactly the opposite of what
you are asking of your own citizens.
What can we do?
We need to promote education, a
better understanding of the principles of Islam, because there is a
great deal of ignorance. … Ignorance
is very dangerous, but the most
dangerous is an ignorant person
ignoring his or her ignorance.
When there is frustration, no social
justice, no employment, no housing,
no future, no home, and you add
ignorance, these communicative
factors promote radicalization. ... We
need more justice, dignity, and hope,
especially for young people. ...
When you are trying to master anger
and to be wise and generous, we call
this in Islam: Jihad. It means reform
yourself and reform the world, and to
do this you have to resist bad things
in the world. In our tradition it means
to try to be a better person.
What challenges do Muslims face?
I wrote a book called Islam and
the Arab Awakening where I highlighted some of the challenges. Most
Muslim-majority countries are
putting lots of money into weapons,
and not enough into education. The
second challenge is social justice and
social opportunity.
Equality: the most important thing is
to stop talking about do women wear
a headscarf, yes or no, when it comes
to equality between men and women.
Do women have access to education,
and to the job market? ... We need new
voices in Muslim-majority countries,
to separate authority (from religion)
and more ethics in politics.
We have rich countries that are
putting their money in the West and
not helping other sovereign Muslimmajority countries. There is no point
in talking about democracy if you
don’t address economic stability.

WINTER 2016

Improve your language and computer skills!
Office hours: Monday - Friday
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
We also offer courses in Photography,
Computers and MultiMedia, Painting,
Microsoft Word, Excel & PowerPoint, etc.
For additional information and a complete
list of our offerings, please visit our web
site or contact us.

Languages: French, English
Conversation courses
Level 1 to 5 - 40 hours: $260
Regular or intensive format;
evening or Saturdays

10% discount for 60+

Registration online available
www.dawsoncollege.qc.ca/ctd

ATWATER

WEEKEND GETAWAY
FARE COMING IN 2016

$90

Experience carefree winter travel aboard
Amtrak Adirondack® service with round trip
service between New York City, Albany and
Montreal. Visit Amtrak.com for full details.

This offer is exclusively available at Amtrak.com. This special “Adirondack weekend getaway fare” is valid for sale between 1/4/16–4/25/16 and valid for
travel between 1/7/16–4/28/16. Blackouts apply on the following dates: 2/12/16, 2/15/16, 3/24/16–3/25/16, and 3/28/16. This offer is valid for travel
Thursdays through Mondays only. Advance reservations are required a minimum of three (3) days prior to travel. The roundtrip adult rail fare is $90.00. Up
to 2 children ages 2-12 may accompany each adult at half fare. No additional discounts apply. This offer is valid for travel on the Adirondack only. Fares are
subject to availability. This offer is valid for a maximum stay of fi ve (5) days only. Fares are subject to a slight increase due to pending “cross the border fees”.
in addition to the discount restrictions; this offer is also subject to any restrictions, blackouts and refund rules that apply to the type of fare purchased. Once
travel has begun, no changes to the itinerary are permitted. Fares, routes and schedules are subject to change without notice. this offer is not combinable with
any other discount offer. Other restrictions may apply. Amtrak and Adirondack are registered service marks of the national railroad passenger corporation.
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Editorial

Trudeau team off to a good but incomplete start
It was a breath of fresh air—a leader and now
prime minister ready and willing to talk to
ordinary Canadians, and ministers who answer
media questions.
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau not only recognizes that global warming is a serious, man-made
problem, he is ready to tackle the issue. He invited
provincial and territorial ministers to last month’s
Paris Climate Change conference, signaling a
return to cooperative federalism, and acceptance
of proven science. Targets are still being negotiated.
Among the first measures announced was
the reinstatement of the mandatory long-form
Census, cancelled by the Harper Conservatives as
of 2006 because it was seen as a privacy intrusion.
This marks a return to what statisticians say is a
significantly more reliable survey of essential data,
such as first language learned and still spoken at
home, which are necessary to frame legislation
and administrative decisions.
The courageous move to cancel Canada’s role
in bombing ISIS targets is another positive step,
repeated by Foreign Affairs Minister Stéphane
Dion. Our CF-18s were only contributing minimally to the U.S.-led campaign, and the so-called
collateral damage—death and injury to innocent civilians who are among bombing victims
– is too high a moral price to pay. An enhanced

Loving Care Nursing Home
For autonomous people

• Loving & caring environment
• Beautiful atmosphere
• Personal attention • Well situated
• Private & semi-private rooms
• Activities • Nutritious meals
• Safe & non-smoking environment

training role for local forces by Canadian troops is
preferable from a practical and ethical angle.
Although the electoral promise of receiving
25,000 Syrian refugees by year’s end turned out
to be not feasible, the commitment to pull out
all stops to reach that humanitarian goal by the
end of February far outweighs the failure to
fulfill a campaign pledge. We applaud the hands-on
leadership Immigration Minister John McCallum
is offering in returning Canada to the role of
alleviating human suffering by giving asylum to
those fleeing for their lives, as it has done for tens
of thousands since the end of Word War II.
The Speech from the Throne, outlining government
intentions for the new Parliamentary session, is never
rich in detail, but there were promises of action in
important areas. For example, there was a commitment to “legalize, regulate and restrict” access to
marijuana, a long-overdue measure. And we await
details on promised infrastructure investments.
There were, however, also missing elements that
are of concern, particularly for seniors. There is
no mention of a campaign promise to restore
65 as the eligibility age for Canada Pension Plan
payments, which the Harper Conservatives had
hiked to 67—a punitive and unnecessary step.
There has been no follow-up to the promise to
restore the federal interim healthcare program
for refugee claimants, callously removed by the
Tories. There have been no concrete steps to
formally reverse the Canada Post project, now
suspended, to replace home delivery of mail by
community mailboxes. There was no mention of
a promise to remove threats to individual liberties
in Bill C-51, the so-called anti-terror legislation.
We await action on these files.

Call Elaine 514-344-8496

GAMBLING: HELP

AND REFERRAL

Nannies overshadowed by bigger issues
As we are bombarded with data in what has been
labeled the information age, it is often the trivial
that grabs public attention. The fact that Trudeau
and Sophie Grégoire have put two nannies on
the public payroll was singled out as hypocritical, since during the election campaign he said
wealthier families, such as Stephen Harper and
his own, should not be getting Harper’s Universal
child Care Benefit. That measure is to be replaced
by a targeted Canada Child Benefit to low and
moderate-income families.
Surely, now that Trudeau has the demanding
and time-consuming job of prime minister, and
Madame Grégoire is taking on an active role
in public affairs as his partner – and not the
traditional role of stay-at-home mom – the family
deserves help in raising three young children.
So-called “Nannygate” pales in comparison to
other issues of social and economic justice. The
New Democratic Party, for example, proposed
during the election a $15-a-day national childcare program, similar to what we have in Quebec.
That merits attention and consideration as a way
of freeing up working couples who need double
incomes and career advancement by each partner
so they can afford it when both parents return to
work as early as six months or a year after a birth.
A much more urgent question, one that could
result in an important boost in government
revenue, is whether the corporate tax rate should
stay at 15 per cent, among the lowest in the
developed world. The Liberals supported the
Conservatives when they lowered it, while the
NDP in the campaign called for an increase to
17 per cent. There is some evidence that corporations have not used that tax break for investment
and job-creation. It’s worth doing when the
government gets around to tackling fiscal policy
and promised tax breaks for the middle class. We
await the next chapter.
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While travelling, make consumer law work for you
There is an abundance of advertisements in the newspaper containing alluring promises of attractive
vacation deals.
My family has used these on occasion with great success. There was
one time, however, when the people
at the hotel were completely unaware
of the $50 rebate on the hotel room,
which had been promised in the
ad. Happily for us our problem was
satisfactorily resolved, but this is not
always the result and the courts may
be called upon to decide.
Such cases are usually based on the
Quebec Consumer Protection Act
(CPA), which applies to every contract for goods or services entered
into between a person doing business (merchant) and a consumer. The
Act stipulates that no merchant who
advertises for business can make false
representations with regard to any
aspect of the services offered to the
consumer. It also provides that the
services offered must conform to
all advertisements made regarding those services. The consumer
is further protected by a provision
in the act prohibiting the merchant
from absolving himself of the consequences of his actions.
Travel agencies and wholesalers
often try to invoke the non-responsibility clauses printed on their
electronic tickets and brochures, or

Legal Ease
Joyce Blond
Frank
B.A., B.C.L., LL.M.

found on their web sites to absolve
themselves from liability. The courts
do not often let them get away with
that. In the case of the purchaser of
an all-inclusive vacation who fell and
hurt herself on her way to dinner
shortly after arriving at her holiday
destination, the judge held she had
a right to compensation from the
wholesaler.
He found the accident occurred
because there was insufficient light
and the traveler was unable to see a
crack in the sidewalk. Even though
it was the hotel that had failed to
program its lighting system properly, the wholesaler was ordered to
pay damages of $1400.
The wholesaler had filed a written
defence quoting from the general
conditions contained in its brochure,
which specifically stated that it was
neither an airline carrier nor a hotel
and that it did not exercise any control over either of those third parties
and could not be held responsible
for their acts of negligence.
The judge held that such clauses are
invalid under the CPA and further-

more that the services offered by the
wholesaler had to be provided in a
safe and secure manner and without
exposing the client to danger to his
health or safety.
Another example is that of a newlywed couple who signed up for the
bonus offer of a special honeymoon
package advertised by a well-known
travel wholesaler. Upon arrival they
were told that the hotel was unaware
of the extras to be provided as part
of the package and the couple was
obliged to pay for these themselves.
After they returned and were unable
to settle the matter with the wholesaler, they sued on the grounds of
false representation. The wholesaler
invoked its clause of non-responsibility contained in its electronic brochure, which it alleged absolved it
from any fault or negligence on the
part of a third party, namely, the hotel.
In this particular case, the couple
had not benefitted from the bonus
offer but was satisfied with the rest of
the trip. The judge held that the offer
of a honeymoon package was accessory to the principal contract and
that the couple was satisfied with the
execution of the main contract. He
would not reimburse the trip but did
award the couple an amount equivalent to 25% of what they had paid out.
Another travel nightmare is the

lost suitcase. One couple purchased
a trip to Cuba from a wholesaler.
They travelled with three suitcases
but only two arrived. The third was
found in Montreal after the couple
had returned and the airline was unable to explain why it could not be
found earlier. The couple sued both
the airline and the wholesaler.
The airline invoked the clause
printed on their electronic ticket
limiting their responsibility. The
judge found the clause had not
been brought to the attention of the
consumer and was therefore without
effect. He also found the airline had
not taken reasonable measures to
prevent the incident and ordered it
to pay the couple $871.
The wholesaler was ordered to pay
$750 for the inconvenience its clients
had incurred on the grounds that it
had failed to carry out its obligation to
care for its clients after they had arrived
at their destination. The company representatives had done nothing to help
and had proven to be totally ineffective.
Under our law, the services provided by the travel wholesaler or
travel agent are guaranteed and must
be provided safely. They usually are
but should you run into a problem
that cannot be resolved in a pleasant
and satisfactory manner, chances are
the courts will judge in your favour.

This charity isn’t just playing around

Now in its 18th year, the St-Lambert-area toy drive collects more than
2,500 toys. Toys are distributed by Sun Youth and Premier Pas. Drop off
new or used toys in good condition until 10 p.m. daily at the Recreation
Centre, 600 Oak Ave. For pick-up, call Karen Kurtz: 514-779-8161.

Senior directory available online, in print

The Information and Referral Centre of Greater Montreal’s directory lists
more than 500 organizations. English and French copies are free for Montreal seniors and caregivers, at 3155 Hochelaga, Suite 101, call to have it
mailed ($8 shipping, 514-527-0007) or visit ainesmtl.ca.

3 ½ Studio Apt
for rent in NDG

A spacious 3 ½ at 3404 Prud’homme Ave,
corner Sherbrooke W. for $780 per month,
ideal for students, a young family and
the elderly. Heating, hot water, fridge,
stove, janitor 24/7, laundry on site,
indoor & outdoor parking available.
Close to restaurants, pharmacies,
supermarket, Vendôme Metro, schools,
highway & buses. Five minute walk
to Super Hospital.

For appointment
call Natalia at
514-690-3754 Also available 2 ½ for $680 per month,
or 514-483-3007 with heating, hydro, fridge & stove.
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A winter survival guide
The trick to getting through a Montreal winter, as you may already
know, is layers.
And we don’t just mean long johns
under trousers under ski pants with
an undershirt under a t-shirt under
flannel and Aunt Betty’s lovingly
knit fisherman’s sweater.
No. We mean the layers that will
truly help you and your family get
through another long cold wet Montreal winter.
Take the experience of dozens of
seasons past.
Layer over that a thick sense of
accomplishment—you’ve made it

through this before.
Layer over that a heavy dose of
good nature. You can’t stop the
snow from falling, so you might as
well help the neighbour kids build
a snowman. Then start a snowball
war—they’ll never see it coming.
Your last layer is the most important.
Whether it’s blue and sunny or grey
and blah out there, don’t ever forget to
put on your sense of humour.
Humour is waterproof, windproof,
grouchproof and can survive subzero tempatures, even that cold stare
you’ll get for building a snow fort
instead of shoveling the drive.

Plan ahead for your funeral
services today.

Your loved ones
will be forever grateful.
Urgel Bourgie / Athos and Feron / Athos.
Serving your family and your community since 1902.
Call us for more information on our cremation plans
and ecological gardens.

1 866 856-7777 • 514 735-2025 | 24/7
www.urgelbourgie.com
18 funeral homes in Montreal, Ville St-Laurent, Lachine, Ste-Genevieve de Pierrefonds, Verdun, Lasalle, Laval and on the South Shore.
Memorial garden - Funeral complex
Urgel Bourgie / Athos Montreal
3955, ch. de la Côte-de-Liesse, St-Laurent

Memorial garden - Funeral complex
Urgel Bourgie / Athos Laval
2500, av. des Perron, Laval
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Memorial garden - Funeral complex
Urgel Bourgie / Athos St-Hubert
8145, ch. de Chambly, St-Hubert
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Driver calls for free parking for the handicapped
Kristine Berey

Barbara Weisz hopes Mayor Denis
Coderre’s compassion extends to
handicapped drivers.
Coderre expressed delight in
October when Canada Post
announced a delay in its plans to
change from door-to-door service
to community mailboxes.
“If you have mobility problems or
health problems, are you going to,
say, walk in minus-20C” to get your
mail, Coderre said at the time.
Weisz, 63, who suffers from debilitating arthritis in her hands, hopes
that thinking will extend to drivers
like herself who hold a disabled
parking permit. Montreal provides
parking spots for disabled drivers,
but she says there are not enough, as
she finds they are usually taken.
In 2010, MEMO-Qc, an organization that advocates for handicapped
people, estimated that handicapped
parking permit holders represented
1.72 per cent of the population,
but reserved parking spaces for the
handicapped accounted for less than
0.92 per cent.
Weisz says that, in winter, parking
can be a nightmare for a person with

reduced mobility. “When I was trying to pay for parking in front of a
medical building in Côte-des-Neiges, I had to cross the street and walk
uphill to put money in the meter.
Half the time I just take a chance. It’s
too difficult for someone who has
problems walking when it’s too icy
or too cold.” People with canes and
walkers also have great difficulties
stepping over snow banks in order
to reach the pay station, she says.
Though an app exists that allows
drivers to pay for parking via smartphone, Weisz says this does not work
for everyone. The majority of handicapped parking permit holders are
seniors, she says, and many of them
do not own cellphones.
Weisz argues that if free parking
could be provided to handicapped
drivers in such cities as Guelph,
Edmonton, Toronto and Ottawa, the
same can be done in Montreal.
Last year, Stationnement de Montréal, the organization responsible
for managing parking meters in the
city, collected $62.9M in on-street
parking revenue.
In 2008, Weisz took the issue to a
Montreal council meeting, where
then-mayor Gerald Tremblay said he

was “seriously considering” providing free handicapped parking.
Michael Watkins, of the Office des
personnes handicapées du Québec,
agrees that more handicapped parking spaces are needed but says free
parking is not the answer.
“The basic principle of social
integration is giving persons with
disabilities the proper measures
to bring them to the same level as
others,” he said.
“But the person with a disability has

a spot reserved closer to the building.
“Actually we have to consider that
we have more and more older people
with mobility problems. The municipalities will have to be sensitized to
that and add more reserved spaces.”
The OPHQ can make recommendations, Watkins says. “If you are a
person with a disability and having
problems with such a situation, you
can contact us.”
OPHQ hotline: 1-800-567-1465.
ophq.gouv.qc.ca.

Planning for
Life’s Final
Transitions
You have already handled
many life transitions starting a career, raising
a family, planning for
retirement. Along the way,
you learned how to deal with these changes. And you
can learn how to handle life’s final transition: death.
At Lakeview Memorial Gardens, we know this is an
emotional topic - and one you may want to avoid. But
once you start planning, you will gain peace of mind
that comes from knowing your final arrangements are
taken care of. And there are great financial benefits
when you plan ahead.

Take the first step today. Call 514-694-9294
to request your FREE Estate Planner.
Lakeview
Memorial Gardens
by Arbor Memorial

701 Donegani, Pointe-Claire, Quebec • lakeviewmemorial.ca
Arbor Memorial Inc.
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MK DENTURE CLINIC

IMPLANT SERVICE

17 years of experience

Wan Su Kim d.d. • Sung Bae Park d.d. • Vay Vay Hao d.d.

SENIORS 65+ 10% DISCOUNT

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE

from the denturist’s association price guide

• COMPLETE AND PARTIAL DENTURES AND DENTURES ON IMPLANTS
• FREE CONSULTATION WITH NO OBLIGATION
• FAST AND EFFICIENT DENTURE REPAIRS
• DENTAL LABORATORY ON SITE
• SERVICE AT HOME OR AT RESIDENCES FOR PEOPLE
WITH RESTRICTED MOBILITY

514-484-7078

MONDAY - FRIDAY : 10:00 - 5:00, SATURDAY : APPOINTMENT ONLY

www.mkdenture.com
Next to Jean-Coutu
Pharmacy

5890 Monkland suite 205, Montreal

M.Vernacchia
Pharmacist-Owner

Pointe-Claire

✓ Senior services and products
❏
✓galerieBEAUTÉ
❏

TM

• Cosmetics • Perfume • Beauty Products

✓Food Market
❏
A Merry Christmas
& Happy Hanukah
to all our clients!

FREE DELIVERY

(with prescriptions)

Open: Mon.-Fri.: 9am-10pm • Sat.-Sun.: 9am-9pm • 514-426-1081
10 Place de la Triade, Pointe-Claire (St. Jean Blvd. x-street Holiday, next to IGA)

What if...
Someone you love can no longer take care of themselves

We have the AnsWers
› Devoted health care professionals
and nursing supervision 24/7
› Weekly DOCTOr visits
Included: medication management,
weekly housekeeping, laundry of linens
and 3 meals per day
› Personal care services also available,
adapted to the needs of the individual
› Secure MeMOry Care wing
› New ParkiNsON wing
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1055 Tecumseh, DDO

514-685-4444
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My friend received a call from her
elderly mother, asking her to be at
her house the next evening at 6.
Her mother explained that a man
had phoned and was coming over.
“Which man, Mom?” asked the
daughter. “You know,” answered
the mother, “the one who called last
year and was a bit rude. He told me I
should have my daughter here.”
Again she asked, “Who is this man?”
“He is from a company, something
to do with wanting to convert the
heating system.”
The daughter attempted to get the
name of the man, the name of the
company or a contact telephone
number. No such luck.
When the daughter explained that
she had plans the following evening,
the mother, not wanting to be a burden, told her she needn’t come over
and she would meet this man on her
own. Not knowing who would be
arriving at her mother’s house, the
daughter cancelled her plans. At her
mother’s, she checked the phone’s
caller ID, but it showed no company
name and no recognizable number.
The man arrived, briefcase in hand.
He wanted to see the furnace room
and outside of the house, and asked
many questions about the heating
system. He then began his presentation about converting the heating
system.
The daughter tried to speed things
up by asking about the cost, knowing
full well that once her mother heard
the price she would end the discussion. The man was on a mission and
focused on his presentation, not appreciating any interruptions. He was
not about to give the cost of the conversion until he concluded his sales

Let’s Talk
About It
Bonnie
Sandler
BSW

pitch. The daughter believed that the
only way to end the visit was to allow
him to finish his presentation.
Her mother kept asking questions:
“What about a senior’s discount?”
This only distracted the presenter
and lengthened the meeting. Was
the mother just lonely and happy to
have company? After all, a visit was
more interesting than sitting home
alone and watching TV.
Finally the salesman revealed the
prices. The mother was not interested in spending thousands of dollars on a new heating system. The
daughter felt sorry for the man, who
had spent more than an hour trying
hard to make a sale, probably working on commission, and leaving
knowing that the meeting was a total
waste of time.
Fortunately, for this senior, she’d
invited a salesperson, and not some
dishonest person or thief, seeking to
take advantage of her.
But there are people who would
agree to a visit after a brief phone
conversation and be caught in a
threatening situation.
Beware, be cautious. Take down
the name of the person who is soliciting you and asking to come over.
Get the name and number of the
company, and ask someone to check
it out. If you are feeling lonely and
need company, invite a friend over,
not a stranger.

LaSalle
3 ½, 4 ½

Call or come visit us to learn more

www.chateaudollard.com

Be wary of cold-callers
who want to pay a visit

Waterfront
Clean, quiet
building
Fridge • Stove
Hot water
Outdoor pool
Sauna • Gym
Wheelchair
access
toulonsurmer@gmail.com
toulonsurmer.com

Give the joy of over doing it
The best gift I ever gave was a dinner for two.
This was a charity donation. A community group
was looking for auction-able gifts to raise money.
I volunteered to make dinner for two. I think I
was auctioned off for about $50. The cost of the
food was extra. Of course, having a “chef ” make
dinner at your home is a celebratory event, so dinner for two morphed into four and then maybe
doubled again. As this was for charity, I couldn’t
say no, although I was now going for cheap.
The meal changed too. I remember making a
superb Chicken Kiev: a complicated dish that
involves stuffing chicken breasts with flavoured
butter, sealing the breasts closed, coating these in
breadcrumbs, quickly pan frying them, and then
keeping everything warm and ready for plating. The trick with Chicken Kiev is to make sure
that the butter doesn’t melt completely but oozes
nicely as you cut into the breast. This is painfully
ungepatchket, a Yiddish word for overly ornate,
which I think nicely describes excessively labourintensive activity in the kitchen. I have not made
Chicken Kiev since.
I also tried my hand at baking and, at the end
of the meal, served delicious but fragile chocolate
dipped Florentine cookies. Lots of work, lots of
flavour but, again, making it once was enough.
There was likely a soup, a Caesar salad and seasonal vegetables on the menu. I remember phyllo
dough stuffed appetizers and maybe cheese towards the end.
The dinner went well and I was exhausted. I had
put in a day getting ingredients, another of prep,
and several hours of cooking in a kitchen unfamiliar to me. My hosts tipped judiciously with a
bottle of champagne, a nice pourboire indeed.
What made it the best gift I ever gave was that,
later that evening, I met my friends for a bit of late
night mellowing out and my future intended was
there. We drank the champagne that night and
have been making dinner together ever since.
Holiday gifts: want yes, need no. Scarves work
well; they are useful and get stashed in drawers.
Over-sized coffee table art books, not so much.
Food, however, is always welcome. Celina makes
an annual treat, lighter-than-air cookies called
chruściki in Polish.
SPECIALTY

GROCER

Flavour Guy
Barry Lazar
Chruściki cookies
Mix 1½ cups flour, a pinch each of baking powder and salt. Make a well and add 4 egg yolks, 3
tablespoons of sour cream, a tablespoon of vodka.
(The alcohol makes the crust flakier.) Mix well.
Knead until the ball is smooth. Wrap and put this
in the freezer for an hour.
Remove and cut into four pieces. The dough
should be very stiff. Roll out a section till it is thin
and smooth. The thinner the better. Cut into strips
and fry in Crisco or vegetable oil at 375F. Remove
when golden and crisp. Drain, cool and dust with
powdered sugar. Before you fry them, cut a slit
lengthwise and pass one end of the strip through
the slit and give it a twist.
Serving the hard of hearing for over 30 years

PERFORMANCE INC.
Agence immobilière

KAREN KURTZ

Courtier immobilier

1 Place du Commerce, Suite 160
Nun’s Island (Quebec) H3E 1A2

Cell.: 514-779-8161

AUDIOPROTHÉSISTES

E-mail: karen.kurtz@remax-quebec.com

Selected Hearing Aids are covered by RAMQ, CSST, and DVA

Hearing Aids that are
Discreet and Effective

Bonnie Sandler, BSW

an evaluation by an Audioprothésiste is required
if the above instrument is suitable for you

• Housing Expert for Seniors
Autonomous,
Assisted Living,
Long Term Care
• Alzheimer’s Expertise
Residential Real Estate Broker
Groupe Sutton Centre Ouest Inc.,
Real Estate Agency

w w w. g b a rb i e ri . c a

514-497-3775

www.bonniesandler.com

Now is the time to order your Holiday Platters
Telephone orders

(514) 735-3611
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New Year’s financial resolutions worth making
New Year’s resolutions are easy to
make but harder to keep.
This year, for a resolution with real
significance, why not commit to
improving your personal finances?
Here are four ideas to help you stay
on target toward your goals, particularly a comfortable retirement.
Understand your financial picture — assets and debts — to come
up with an appropriate plan to get
you where you want to go.
Take full advantage of the government allowances for RRSP, TFSA
and RESP as part of your retirement
and children’s education planning.
Don’t miss out on the chance to utilize these valuable savings vehicles.
Contribute the maximum amounts,
if you can, because all three programs have key tax advantages.
The Registered Retirement Savings
Plan (RRSP) is an attractive structure for housing a portfolio of investments, such as stocks, bonds, mutual
funds and more. Your contributions
can be deducted from your income,

Financial
Fitness
Deborah
Leahy

which will help reduce the amount
of income tax you pay. As well, any
growth earned in your RRSP is not
taxed as income until funds are
withdrawn, meaning your RRSP investments grow tax-deferred so the
total value may grow more quickly.
You can also save in a Tax-Free
Savings Account (TFSA), where
you can take money out whenever
you desire and no tax is paid on
that withdrawal. Whatever growth
occurs within the account remains
tax-free. That means the TFSA can
be a great supplement to your RRSP.
The Registered Education Savings
Plan (RESP) allows you to save and
benefit from tax-deferred growth
until the accumulated amount

Residence Manoir De Casson
				
OPEN DEC 12, 13, 19, 20
				
JAN 16, 17, 30, 31
HOUSE
FEB 13, 14, 27, 28
				
FROM 10AM TO 6 PM

is used for financing your children’s or grandchildren’s education.
Although you are not able to deduct your contributions from your
income, the money you contribute can
generate additional funds through
the Canada Education Savings
Grant (CESG), a program that adds
government-sponsored contributions to your RESP.
Build an emergency fund by having some easily accessible cash kept
aside specifically for emergencies.
If something unforeseen happens,
you want enough in your emergency
fund to avoid relying on your credit
cards for the necessities of life.
And it’s just as important that you
not tap into your retirement savings,
or you could put your retirement
plans in jeopardy.
So you might find it prudent to get
the equivalent of three to six months’
worth of living expenses into an
emergency fund.
Cut your debts. It sounds simple,
but it’s difficult to achieve. Remem-

ber that every dollar that doesn’t
go toward a debt payment can be
applied toward your retirement
savings. You might want to commit
to borrowing only when necessary,
shopping around for competitive
rates, paying off credit card balances
every month, consolidating your
investing or banking in one place,
and generally looking for ways to cut
whatever costs you can while living
within your means.
Here’s one other commitment that
might be the most valuable of all: If
you don’t already have a financial
advisor, make this the year you get
one. A qualified financial advisor can
objectively evaluate your situation,
suggest appropriate financial strategies for helping you achieve your
long-term objectives, and maybe
even help you stick to your financial
New Year’s resolution.
Deborah Leahy is an Investment
Advisor with Edward Jones, and
member of the Canadian Investor
Protection Fund.

bingo supplies
C o me s e e u s for all your bingo needs
In business
since 1991.

Bella
Simon

isimon@bingoservijeux.com

Roberto
Carosielli

rcarosielli@bingoservijeux.com

3615 Industriel Blvd. Montreal N, QC H1H 2Y6
(T) 514-321-4545 • (F) 514-321-7356

www.bingoservijeux.com

Special
Promotion
AT CHÂTEAU
WESTMOUNT

Come and discover the gracious living and our
recently renovated apartments and common areas. A
tour including a complimentary meal (reservations
required) will definitely convince you.

(514) 748-1396
775 Muir, St. Laurent (Qc) H4L 5H1

E-mail:

smorariu@retirementconcepts.com
gdufresne@retirementconcepts.com
jlaniel@retirementconcepts.com

trial periods in furnished suites aVAILABLE
1 MONTH FREE FOR LEASES WITH MOVING IN DATES
STARTING JAN 2016 AND NOT LATER THAN MAY 2016
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Château Westmount,
a private CHLSD
offering full nursing care,
has a limited number of rooms
available at $4800/ month.
Program includes
physiotherapy, a nutritionist,
massotherapy, occupational
therapy

Bonnie Sandler

Residential Real Estate Broker

Geriatric Consultant

Groupe Sutton Centre-Ouest, RE Agency

514-497-3775
bonniesandler.com

The evolution of currency

In a world where credit and debit
cards have replaced cash transactions and currency is plastic and
has holograms on it, we do not
often think about the forms currency had in the past.
One day I brought home a $1 and
$2 bill to show
our 7-yearold son. He
looked dumbfounded at
these. The only
“paper money”
he’d ever seen
started at $5.
The obvious question was “Daddy, if
there were $1 and $2 bills, were there
$3, $4, $6, and $7 bills too?” To his
amazement, my answer was, “Yes!
And even a fractional bill as well.”
What makes sense in terms of forms
of currency changes with time. Inflation, exchange rates, convenience and
other factors play into the choices

Coin Travel
Michael
Joffre
as to which
amounts are
issued.
Back in the
1900’s, the
paper money
in Canadian
circulation at
the time, you
would have found a 25-cent bill
(sometimes referred to as a shinplaster), $1, $2, and $4 bill. Banks
would issue $5 bills and up, and even
some lower denominations such as
the aforementioned $3. Most interesting of these was the Molson Bank
(same family as the beer barons) of
the 1870s, which issued the $6 and

THOMAS MORE INSTITUTE
Celebrating 70 Years Offering Liberal Arts Courses!
Winter Courses Begin January 11 th 2016
Becoming Truly Human:
Renaissance Humanism and the
Reinvention of the Self
Flourishing Lives: Caring for the
Next Generation
Warriors, Gods and Poets, Part II
The Interplay of Self and Stranger:
Kristeva and Arendt on
Nationalism and Identification

Getting to Know the Music of the
20th Century
Saturday Afternoon at the Opera
Pompeii: Lost, Found, and Saved?
When Empires Collapsed: The
Aftermath of the Hapsburg and
Ottoman Empires 1918-1923
Workshop on Writing Skills: Fiction
Siblings: Burdened or Blessed?

Spring Courses Begin April 5 th 2016
Beyond Toleration?
The Spirit of Irony: What Makes
the West Strong
Rediscovering Montreal:
Celebrating the 375th Anniversary

Deborah H Leahy

Eat Cookies. Lose Weight.

It’s That Simple

$7 bills. Lower-valued government Scotia was considered a normal part
bills, and bills from dozens of banks of the money supply.
Michael Joffre is President of Carsley
were exchanged concurrently. A
$10 bill from the Bank of Montreal Whetstone & Company, a collector, and
researcher. carsleys.com
or a $20 bill from the Bank of Nova

Investment Advisor

Canada on Screen
Cinema: Beyond the Storyline
Speech and Discourse: Ethical
Perspectives
Mandela: A Path to Peace

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

.

TM

EAT SMART • LIVE SMART
In 2016 get Smart with your health! Smart with your weight! Smart for life!

1310 Greene Avenue
Suite 660
Westmount, QC H3Z 2B2
514-933-0779

With Smart For Life products you can lose up to 15 lbs a month. All products
are 60% organic made by Dr. Sass who specializes in treatment of obesity
from Harvard Medical School and specializes in Anti-Aging Medicine from the
American Academy. Each Smart For Life product is a healthy meal in itself.

During this holiday season and every day of the year,
we wish you all the best.

www.edwardjones.com

Our protein bars were named in the Women’s Health Magazine as “The Best of the Bunch”

Free consultation! 6525 Decarie Blvd. 514-489-8840

K-dairy

* Results may vary.

A HAPPY HANUKAH AND MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OUR CLIENTS!

Member – Canadian Investor Protection Fund

MKT-1232A-C

HOPE IS AN EVERLASTING LEGACY
AN INCOME NORMALLY HIGHER THAN INCOME OFFERED BY GIC’s

If you are aged 60 years or over, perhaps it’s time you considered a
Charitable Gift Annuity with The Salvation Army.

HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT:

• A guaranteed fixed payment for life (your choice: monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually)
• Only part of this income is taxable and in some cases, might be totally tax-free
• A tax receipt for 20% or more of your contribution.

PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM

Planned Giving is the process of designing charitable gifts so that the donors
realize their philanthropic objectives while maximizing tax and other financial benefits.

Brigitte St-Germain
brigitte_st-germain@can.salvationarmy.org
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Souvlaki after the storm at an NDG favourite
My friend was late. The city was being deluged
by heavy rain.
I sat in a corner of Villa de Souvlaki in N.D.G.,
looking through the window for a sign of her in
those dark, wet streets. The photographs on the
wall depicting people sunbathing during Mediterranean vacations seemed to say: “Don’t worry.
Indulge yourself.”
At the entrance of family-favourite Villa de
Souvlaki are old style gumball machines. The food
is affordable and the service is fast.
All meals and prices are displayed on a large
board behind the counter where you place your
order. You can see into the kitchen just behind the
counter.
Once Aleksandra arrived, we were served
garlic bread ($1.25). It made me happy to see my
friend thawing out while eating the soft but crisp,

ÉPICERIE
FINE

fluttered on our tongues. The taramosalata, bright
pink, was tart. We were served a salad and fries,
with our souvlaki pitas. The homemade tzatziki,
authentically yoghurt-y, is what makes the souvlaki special. You can get either pork or chicken
souvlaki. The waiter let us know how to tell them
apart: the chicken pita has a cucumber in it.
The fries ($2.75), more a hybrid of chips and
fries, are round and puffy with waffle incisions.
We were pleased with the generous block of feta
perched on our salads.
Fries and salad, considered to be peripheral
Waffle fries and feta are a delight at Villa Souvlaki
items in a meal, could work as a vegetarian option
buttery-hot bread.
at Villa. Mixing and matching of the menu allows
“It’s so fluffy,” she said, giving one of the greatest one to accommodate any dietary requirement.
compliments you can give to bread. It came with
If you like dessert, baklava is available. Unfortutzatziki, made by Tassis, the owner.
nately, Aleksandra and I, by this point, were burstWe ordered generous portions of spanakopita ing at the seams.
($4.75) and taramosalata, available in various sizes
Villa Souvlaki is at 4347 Sherbrooke W. It is
and prices. The pastry flakes of the spanakopita wheelchair accessible.
Photo: Rosy M. Atkin

Rosy M. Atkin

TRATTORIA
CAFÉ

ALIENNES
SPÉCIALITÉS IT
IALTIES
ITALIAN SPEC

Dining

d
Co
e
p
Ca
s
Peter’
Opening hours:
Thursday to Sunday
Happy Holidays to all our clients!
Fish & Chips, Seafood, Squid,
Shrimp and more - Big Variety One price $14.95 Call for your reservation

Bring your wine
Wood burning pizza oven
Pasta meat, sea food fish and a lot of variety of sauces

Simply the best in town

160 Ste. Anne, St. Anne-de-Bellevue

5768 Monkland 514-486-4343

(514) 457-0081

Villa du

Sun. – Thurs.
11 am – 11 pm
Fri. – Sat.
11 am – midnight

www.peterscapecod.com

HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO ALL OUR CLIENTS

Souvlaki
Thank you to all our customers
for voting us in the top two
Best Montreal Souvlaki Restaurants!

Wishing all our clients & friends
Happy Holidays

best wishes for THE HOLIDAYS TO
ALL OUR FAITHFUL CLIENTS & FRIENDS!

5365 des Jockeys

Mon. to Sat: 11 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Sun: 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

(corner Decarie & Jean-Talon)

FOR TAKEOUT
& RESERVATIONS

514-731-6455

345 St. Jacques
Ville St. Pierre
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For pick up orders call 514-489-2039

5347 Sherbrooke St. W.

HOLIDAY
DINING

Snowdon Deli
The best Deli in town since 1946
Foods for all occasions

Party trays • Party sandwiches • Shiva platters • Salads • Take-out

A complete quarter
chicken meal...
now that’s an
extraordinary deal!

9.

15

Best wishes for the
holiday season to all
our friends & clients

Valid with this coupon on
dining room orders only
Offer expires
Jan. 30, 2016

5265 Decarie Blvd. 514-488-9129
www.snowdondeli.com

(maximum 2 persons per coupon)
except holidays and festivals Meal
includes tomato juice or coleslaw, 1/4
chicken leg, french fries, sauce, bun
and choice of soft drink.

$

10.15

+ taxes

7 days a week

10% Discount with this

RESTAURANT
P

U

IS

coupon on total amount
of bill — inside only.
Happy Holidays to all our clients!

IN

DE

Daou

CE

O
DA U
1975

S

Fine Lebanese Cuisine Catering & Banquet Service

519 Faillon East, Montreal
514-276-8310

2373 Marcel Laurin, St-Laurent
514-334-1199

Owner: Daou family Fax: 514-334-6720

Chanukah & Christmas greetings to our clients & friends

RESTAURANT

Open
11 a.m.
to
11 p.m.

KAM SHING 7 days
A
VAN HORNE Week

C A N T O N E S E & S Z E C H AUA N C U I S I N E

Best wishes for the holiday season
to all our friends & clients!
Full Course Lunch
Monday-Friday

$7.90 & $8.78
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Dining room only

4771 VAN HORNE (Corner Victoria) Plamondon Metro

514-341-1628, pick ups available

Happy Hanukah & Merry Christmas to all our clients

FREE

SOUP, SALAD AND FRUIT BAR*
FREE GIFT!
THEOBROMA®

*Upon the purchase of a holiday meal.

CHOCOLATE
Upon the purchase
of a holiday meal.

8520 blvd Newman
Montréal • 514 595-3535
Suggested presentation. Offers valid for a limited time, in dining rooms, at
participating Scores rotisseries. Taxes extra. Scores and the Scores logo are
registered trademarks of PDM Royalties Limited Partnership used under license.
©Imvescor Restaurant Group Inc., 2015. All rights reserved.
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December – when giving truly becomes the gift

Generations
Foundation

Photo: Global Montreal and Shaw

Natalie
Bercovici

The ultimate mobile personnal emergency communication device

Globii™ offers security at the touch of a button.
It is the simplest way to call for help at home, outside or anywhere you need help.

Globii ™ is a personal safety device that, at the push of a button puts you in direct
contact with a family member, a nurse desk or a monitoring center. The web
platform, immediately alerts the contact via their mobile phone, tablet or computer
in order to locate you and assist you quickly.

Globii™ is with you everywhere!

Contact us

www.globii.ca

Proud member of the

1-866-657-1358

December is a month like no other: Everyone wants to give of themselves and to experience joy with their family and friends.
It’s the season to reconnect with one another.
People are out and about at gatherings and
parties, patronizing restaurants and shops,
and preparing their homes for festivities.
Generations Foundation partners with
several organizations to help bring joy to
children and their families.
Our Annual Food and Toy Drive enjoins
Global Montreal, Shaw, Mega/Mattel, HSBC
Canada and others to work with us.
Schools and community centers get into the
holiday spirit too with special breakfasts or
lunches. Jamie Orchard of Global Montreal
and other personalities will be handing out
presents to students at Dalkeith Elementary
in Anjou. What an exciting time for them!
December 11, we are bringing 100 students
to the Mega Bloks factory for a special tour
and lunch with Santa. We’ll also be providing
lunch, gifts and entertainment for the English Montreal School Board Children’s Event,
December 13, at James Lyng High School.
Generations Foundation will again supply turkeys to the annual Father John Walsh
Bonsecours Market Luncheon for Seniors.
Thanks to a generous Gazette Christmas
Fund cheque, we are busy preparing food
baskets and toys for families.
Watch Global News live at our location on
December 18.
generationsfoundation.com; facebook.
com/generationsfoundation; 514-933-8585.

HON. STÉPHANE DION
SAINT-LAURENT
stephane.dion@parl.gc.ca

HON. MARC GARNEAU
NOTRE-DAME-DE-GRÂCE
WESTMOUNT
marc.garneau@parl.gc.ca

ANTHONY HOUSEFATHER
MONT-ROYAL / MOUNT-ROYAL
anthony.housefather@parl.gc.ca

FRANCIS SCARPALEGGIA
LAC-SAINT-LOUIS
francis.scarpaleggia@parl.gc.ca

FRANK BAYLIS
PIERREFONDS – DOLLARD
frank.baylis@parl.gc.ca

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

Best wishes for health, happiness
and prosperity.

JOYEUSES FÊTES!

Meilleurs vœux de bonheur,
santé et prospérité.
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Pierre Arcand
MNA for Mont-Royal

David Birnbaum
MNA for D’Arcy-McGee

Minister of Energy and
Natural Resources,
Minister responsible for
the Plan Nord
and Minister responsible
for the Côte-Nord region

Parliamentary Assistant
to the Premier

514-488-7028

Martin Coiteux
MNA for Nelligan

Minister responsible for
Government Administration
and Ongoing Program Review,
Chair of the Conseil du trésor

514-695-2440

514-341-1151

Jean-Marc Fournier
MNA for Saint-Laurent

Minister responsible for Canadian
Intergovernmental Affairs and
the Canadian Francophonie
Minister responsible for Access
to Information and the Reform
of Democratic Institutions
Government House Leader

514-747-4050

Best wishes for a Healthy and
Happy Holiday Season!
Que la période des fêtes comble vos vœux les plus chers!

Geoffrey Kelley
MNA for Jacques-Cartier
Minister responsible
for Native Affairs

Carlos Leitão
MNA for Robert-Baldwin
Minister of Finance

514-684-9000

514-697-7663

François Ouimet
MNA for Marquette

First Vice-President
of the National Assembly

514-634-9720

Jean Rousselle
MNA for Vimont

Parliamentary Assistant to the
Minister of Municipal Affairs and
Land Occupancy (housing)

450-628-9269

Guy Ouellette
MNA for Chomedey

Chair of the Committee
on Institutions

450-686-0166

Monique Sauvé
MNA for Fabre
450-689-5516

Kathleen Weil
MNA for
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce

Minister of Immigration,
Diversity and Inclusiveness

514-489-7581
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Play opens our ears, hearts to the challenges of the Deaf
Barbara Moser

I’ve never seen or listened to a play
quite like Tribes.
In British playwright Nina Raine’s
comedy-drama, we are introduced
jarringly to a dysfunctional family
that has raised a hearing-impaired
son. Sis and the two brothers live at
home, although it’s clear they should
by now be on their own.
The scene opens in the family’s
open-concept home with a barrage
of lines, yelled more than spoken,
and laden with obscenities. F--- you,
f--- that. This one is a c---. It gets
more abrasive as the play develops.
Pop is a blowhard intellectual,
aggressive, critical and dogmatic. We
soon learn that Billy—the Deaf son
sitting in the middle of the torrent of
“voices”—is aware of none of it till
they turn to face him so he can read
their lips.
The family has never allowed him
to learn sign language, preferring
to “integrate” him into “normal”
life. But this family is anything but
normal. Brother Daniel is clearly
unbalanced emotionally although
his diagnosis is unclear. He hears
voices (an interesting twist on the
idea) and clearly needs Billy to stay
at home and be his bro. Then there’s
sis, who’s finding her voice as an
opera singer although we never hear
her sing. She does temper tantrums
really well, though, lying on the floor
screaming about the fact that she has
no boyfriend. She has a permanent
expression of distaste, all the while
seeming to love her family.
The mom is busy writing a book and
having her erudite husband (they are
both 60) criticize her writing while
telling each other to f--- off as they
try to deal with the circumstances of

Delivery and
Repair Services

Raised to lip-read, Billy challenges his dysfunctional family when he begins to sign.

their three grown children. The only
one they see as handicapped is Billy.
Mom is proud of having taught Billy
to “speak.”
Like Billy, actor Jack Volpe was
born deaf and brought up in a hearing family. Although he (unlike
Billy) learned sign language from a
very early age, this expressive way
of communicating with his family
was closed to him for much of his
upbringing.
Billy seems oblivious to the fact
that his parents, while teaching
him to “speak” have deprived him
of what hearing-impaired people
consider their first language — sign.
It’s not until he meets Sylvia and
falls in love with her that he learns to
sign and his world opens up in ways
he never imagined.
He confronts his family in a dramatic scene where they can only
understand his signing through
Sylvia, who was born to Deaf parents
and is losing her hearing.
Act I is difficult to follow. We are
challenged to understand why this

ÉQUIPEMENTS
ADAPTÉS MCL

LOTS OF CHOICES IN STORE

Mobility
Comfort
Liberty
Anti-Skid Detachable
Safety Soles

Lift
chairs
Ice-O-Grip

COLIBRI

Auto-Lock
Rocking Chairs

New homecare
Electric Bed

Bath Lift
Chair

www.equipementsmcl.com
OPENNING HOURS

Monday to Friday - 8h00 am to 5h00 pm
Saturday - 9h00 am to 3h00 pm
Closed on Dec 24-24-26 & Dec 31 - Jan 1-2

275, boul. Curé-Poirier Ouest
Longueuil

450.442.4111

2 in 1 Rollators

Wheelchairs

• Diabetic Socks
• Compression Stockings
• Breast Forms
• Electric Beds
• Incontinence Briefs
• Bath Safety Products
• Rehab Products
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family spend all their time yelling and
not really saying much in the bargain.
It’s also difficult to understand everything Billy is saying and only some of
his lines are projected on the flimsy
draperies that make up the backdrop
of the stage.
In Act II, these draperies become
windows and the words become
clearer as does our insight into Billy’s
and Sylvia’s words.
The questions the play asks us to
consider are eye-openers, ear-openers, heart-openers, and mind-openers: How do we express ourselves
with our voices? How do the Deaf
see voices? Can sign language be
more poetic than spoken language?
Should the hearing-impaired be
expected to integrate into hearing
people’s way of communicating?
And if they don’t, are they limiting
their world to communicating to the
Deaf? Sylvia tells Billy she’s slowly
forgetting how her voice sounds;
she’s worried she sounds flat; and she
doesn’t want to limit herself to being
with Deaf people only. For Billy it’s
a different problem. Now that he’s
found his voice in signing, how does
he reconcile with a family who won’t

or can’t “listen” to him?
The acting in Tribes is flawless.
Some might say the family is overacting, but in a way, that’s what
they’re programmed to do. They act
as though Billy will understand them
if they shout loud enough.
This is a play not to be missed by
the hearing or hearing-impaired. It
plunges us into a world few of us
have experienced and allows us to
look at our speaking communication
with all its flaws and intricacies.
As the actors came out to take their
bows, a interpreter stepped out onto
the stage to sign to Volpe, who was
clapping by shaking his hands in
the air. Soon much of the audience
was “clapping” in the same way, and
suddenly I felt part of an audience
that was starting to get it, starting to
open their minds and hearts to what
it means to be deaf.
Tribes runs till December 20
at the Segal Centre,
5170 Côte Ste. Catherine.
514-739-7944 segalcentre.org.

CD Reviews

Through the dark of winter, let music be your light
Stéphane Tétreault,
Marie-Ève Scarfone
Haydn • Schubert • Brahms;
Analekta

There is a special energy when
deeply moving music is performed
by young people, who demonstrate
a maturity that belies their age. Johannes Brahms’ Cello Sonata in
E minor, performed by cellist Stéphane Tétreault and pianist MarieÈve Scarfone on the Analekta label
is such an experience.
From the moment of the opening
phrase, the listener is drawn into the
dialogue between the cello and the
piano.
Written when Brahms was barely
30, the sonata was originally called
Sonata for Piano and Cello, with
Brahms—a virtuoso pianist—giving
his instrument equal importance.
He said the piano “should be a partner - often a leading, often a watchful and considerate partner - but it
should under no circumstances assume a purely accompanying role.”
We first heard of Stéphane Tétreault
when he received, on loan from Jacqueline Desmarais, a Stradivarius

cello made in 1707. One of the last
students of Yuli Turovsky, founder
of the I Musici orchestra, Tétreault
has begun to build what promises
to be a stellar career. Geoffrey Norris of Gramophone magazine called
his playing “astonishingly mature
not merely in its technical attributes
but also in its warmth, brilliance and
subtlety of colour and inflection.”
A graduate of the Manhattan School
of Music and Université de Montréal,
Marie Ève Scarfone has established
an international career and is a highly
sought-after musical collaborator.
Winner of several prizes, including
the Marilyn Horne Foundation Song
Competition, she is rehearsal pianist
for the Montreal Symphony Orchestra and the Opéra de Montréal, and
choirmaster at McGill.
The CD, reflecting the music of
three Viennese masters also features
Schubert’s Sonata in A Minor, originally written for the six-stringed,
bowed arpeggione, an instrument
rarely used today resembling a viola
da gamba, as well as Haydn’s Divertimento in D Major, also written for
a rare instrument of the cello family.
— Kristine Berey

Jason Rosenblatt
Wiseman’s Rag;
Independent

It takes a lot of training, life experience, and desire to tell musical stories
effectively, especially with the diminutive harmonica as lead instrument.
Based on his latest CD—his first with
all-original material—Montreal’s Jason
Rosenblatt has achieved that goal,
and more. After more than a decade
specializing in Yiddish and Klezmer
music, Rosenblatt has branched into
jazz and blues. Now as singer/songwriter, he displays a distinctive voice
and talent for personal lyrics.
This is an engaging, fun, and spirited CD with a well-oiled team: bassist Joel Kerr, guitarist Joe Grass, and
drummer Evan Tighe. They kick off
with the title track, Wiseman’s Rag.
The album art features Rosenblatt,
carrying a case of harmonicas, walking out of the metro on Wiseman
Ave. in lower Outremont. The playful
and spritely mood of this finger-snapper reflects the area’s vibe. Whazza! is
similarly up-tempo and fun-filled.
The surprise comes in the third cut,
Modern Life Blues, where Rosenblatt

comes out as a strong vocalist and
writer in this lament for a breakup,
with some soulful harmonica emphasizing the pain. It’s the kind of
tune that you remember, and want
to hear again. It’s Cold Outside,
another vocal, has the feel of a jug
band, while Fairmount Blues is oh so
Montreal. You’ll Miss Me is a honkytonk black-humour reflection about
being “thrown out the door,” with
some great guitar fills. Last Plan Out
is another bluesy reflection.
Raised in lower Outremont, I was at
home with Waltz Querbes and the
sentimental Hutchison. Pocketful of
Sorrow is another ragtime vocal – a
lament with a wink, about how the
springtime of a life became a winter
of “sheets of ice … when someone
came along to warm her nights.”
You’ll Take the Highway is more of
a traditional dirty blues. The closer
and my favourite, the instrumental
Bay Mir Bist du Mies (To me, you
are ugly), a light-hearted spoof of the
once popular Yiddish song Bay Mir
Bist du Sheyn, allows Rosenblatt and
guitarist Joe Grass to strut their improvising stuff. A terrific ending to a
— Irwin Block
great album.		

Ballet

Eddy Toussaint
de Montréal
presents

The

NUTCRACKER

Dec. 17th & 18th
at 19:30

Photo: Heidi Hollinger

Adults: $37.50
Children under 12: $20.00

Box office: 514-955-8370

Théâtre Mirello et Lina Saputo
Centre Léonardo Da Vinci
8370 Lacordaire Boulevard
Montréal, Québec H1R 3Y6
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MOVERS & SHAKERS
our er
At y for ov
e
ic
rs
serv 50 yea

7498 St-Hubert St., Montreal

lansdowne
All types of
roofing & brickwork
Over 25 years
experience

514-481-2430
RBQ 5617-5946-01

Snow Removal
Moving
• Affordable Prices
• Courteous Service
• Free Estimate

438-935-6683

Handy Man
Quality Work • Low Prices
• Painting • Small Repairs
• Landscaping • Washing
Call Jean-Guy

514-885-7239

FREE Estimate

514-812-0113

Women sought
for calcium study
Researchers at the McGill University Health Centre are conducting
a year-long study to test whether
calcium supplements have a
negative effect on the vascular
health of postmenopausal women.
They hope to recruit 180 healthy
non-smoking postmenopausal
women over 50 who are not taking
medication for high blood pressure,
high cholesterol or the management of osteoporosis.
Participants must be willing to
alter the amount of calcium in
their diet and take or abstain from
taking calcium supplements for
the duration of the study.
Participants will receive supplements at no cost and will be
reimbursed for parking fees.
No other compensation will be
provided.
514-934-1934 X 45742
calcium.medicine@mcgill.ca

www.plancherhamzi.com

NOVEMBER
SOLUTIONS

• Re-finishing hardwood floors
• Floor installation, repairs, staining
• Odourless water-based products
• Sanding done without dust

FULL COMPUTER SERVICE
• Lessons in your home
• Virus removal
• Slow computer? We’ll restore it back
to it’s original configuration... fast!
• Professional assistance

Call

Jordan
438-880-6976
jordies13@gmail.com
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Mount Royal Roofing inc.
46 years service in the city

• Asphalt shingling
• Elastomeric roofing
• Chimneys • Tuck Pointing
• Brick & Cement Work
All work guaranteed • Free estimates

5% discount for seniors
514-572-4375 • 450-687-0094
mountroyalroofing@gmail.com

Start your day
with the three Gs
The death of a parent, depression,
losing your job, or surviving
cancer can take a tremendous toll.
A dear friend, with whom I
recently had lunch but hadn’t seen
in 10 years, had gone through all
of this. Her outlook was so strong
and positive. I remarked that I
admired her inner strength and
she told me her secret was to start
everyday with the three G’s:
1. Get up.
2. Get dressed.
3. Get out.
It could be going downstairs to
check for your mail, or reading the
morning newspaper in the lobby.
Go out to your local café for a
morning coffee. The idea is to get
out. The dishes and dusting can
wait till later.
Each day is an awesome gift.
~ Thelma Gearey

y
Merrtmas
Chris

Volunteer bureau
Château Ramezay Museum &
Historic Site seeks volunteer guides
and offers a 10-session training
course. Open House, Mon., Jan. 25,
10am-2pm. 280 Notre-Dame E. Old
Montreal, across from City Hall.
514-861-3708 X 229; chateauramezay.qc.ca/en/

community centre to facilitate the
book and movie clubs. Gen.act@
yellowdoor.org 514-845-2600 X 2

NOVA Montreal seeks volunteers
to provide administrative support,
do outreach, and distribute its newsletters. 514-866-6801 X 227; claudia.
cavallaro@novamontreal.com

lifting, for picking up groceries, driving to and from medical appointments, running errands the day of an
event, and driving members home
after the Buyer’s Club. Volunteer@
accmontreal.org 514-527-0928 X 21

YWCA Legal Information Clinic
seeks Barreau du Québec lawyer
with five years experience,
Extra Miles Senior Visiting Pro- specialized in common and admingram seeks volunteers as compan- istrative law to offer legal informaions for friendly conversation to tion for 3 hours per week to clients.
house-bound seniors living alone in benevolat@ydesfemmesmtl.org
NDG & Montreal West. Extramiles. 514-866-9941 X 513
West Island Citizen Advocacy senior@gmail.com 514-482-3210
Dawson Community Centre seeks
matches volunteers with individuals ACCM is looking for volunteer driv- greeters for reception area. commurequiring help. volunteerwica.com/ ers with valid driver’s license with nityengagements@centredawson.ca
volunteer-3/ 514-694-5850
access to a vehicle, able to do light 514-767-9967 X 226

Centre d’hébergement Réal-Morel seeks bilingual volunteers to
accompany seniors to medical appointments, outings or to meetings. Transportation furnished.
Julie.tremblay.resyb@sss.gouv.qc.ca
514-761-5874 X 59531
Yellow Door seeks volunteers for its
n Private and Semi-Private Rooms

YOU don’t
need to be
ALONE...

We offer affordable
living for Autonomous and
Semi-Autonomous Seniors

Incontinence

disposable
briefs
e
and mor

n Visiting Physician
n Medication Supervision
n 3 Nutritious Meals Daily
n Weekly Housekeeping/Laundry
n Chapel services
n Recreation Program
n Emergency Call Bells & Intercom
n 24 Hour Supervision and/or
Assistance

Centre de bénévolat NDG seeks
volunteer drivers to transport seniors or persons with minor physical
handicaps to doctors. lisepelletier@
bellnet.ca 514-489-0588

FREE

DELIVERY

PRODUCTS

UNBEATABLE PRICES
Ask for your

FREE SAMPLE!

• Protective undergarments
• Incontinence pads
• Gloves and wipes
• Mobility aids
• Bathroom Security Products
• Personal Service

TENA - ATTENDS - AMG

Let us help you achieve
a beautiful smile
We work with all
senior residences

10% OFF

FOR SENIORS

Teaching Centre for McGill Nursing

free consultation
Home visits
All dental plans

For further information, please call

Free cleaning
of your dentures

The Salvation Army Montclair Residence
Vicky Stewart 514.481.5638
4413 Montclair Ave., Montreal (NDG) H4B 2J4
Owned and operated by The Salvation Army

John Schweitzer d.d.
5845 Côte-des-Neiges, Suite 300
Montreal, Quebec, H3S 1Z4
514-738-2279
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W h at ’ s h a p p e n i n g
VivaVoce Chamber Choir • Jan. 17
Sun. 3pm. Percussion quartet Architek joins
Marie Claret Church • Dec. 11-12 & Feb. 12-13 VivaVoce in works by Nico Muhly and Eliot Cole,
Fri. 8:30am-6pm, Sat. 8:30am-3pm. 10660 Larose premiering ensembles by Luke Nickel and Brian
St. Gabriel’s Church • Dec. 11-12, Jan. 22-23 & Cherney. $42.50. Salle Bourgie, 1339 Sherbrooke
Feb. 19-20
W. mbam.qc.ca/concerts/ 514-285-2000 X 4
Fri. 9am-6pm & Sat. 9am-3pm. 2157 Centre. Cross-Cultural Musical Celebration • Jan. 23
For table: 450-465-8047
Sat. 8pm. To support and raise funds for the
Syrian Refugee Sponsorship efforts, Congregation
Quinn Farm • Dec. 12-13 & Dec. 19-20
Sat. & Sun. 10am-4pm. Christmas craft fair. Dorshei Emet presents The Musical Chairs in a
hootenanny, Ensemble Zaman playing traditional
Wagon rides to tree lot
St. Jean-Berchman’s Church • Dec. 13 & Jan. 24 Syrian music, and pianist Mohammad Abdou.
$20. 18 Cleve Rd. 514-486-9400
Sun. 8:30am-3pm. 5945 Cartier

BAZAARS & FAIRS

Ladies Auxiliary RC Legion 94 • Dec. 13
Sun. 9am-2pm. Flea market, breakfast 9am &
lunch noon. 205 Empire

EVENTS

Infinithéâtre’s The Pipeline • Dec. 11-13
Fri. & Sat. 7pm & Sun. 2pm. Readings of new
St. Zotique Church • Dec. 19-20
plays from Write-on-Q! Québec playwriting
Sat. 9am-5pm, Sun. 9am-4pm. 4565 Notre Dame W.
competition. Pay what you can/$10 suggested.
St. Charles Parish • Feb. 5-6
5711 Parc Ave, 3rd floor. 514 987-1774
Fri. 9pm-6pm & Sat. 9am-3pm. 2115 Centre.
Krishnamurti Centre • Dec. 12
For table: 514-932-5335
Sat. 2-4pm. Video on The Art of Listening (French
subtitles). Atwater Library, 1200 Atwater Ave. $5.
krishnamurtimontreal.org 514-937-8869
CLUBS
Montreal Urban Hikers • Dec. 11
6:30pm. Christmas Lights Walk in LaSalle. montreal
urbanhikers.ca; ohorge@videotron.ca; 514-3669108; ehynes@sympatico.ca; 514-938-4910
Creative Social Centre in December
Mondays: Folk & line dancing, 10:30-11:30 am.
Tuesdays: Sculpture, 9:30-11:30am; Jewellery,
1-3pm. Portrait painting, 1-3pm. Thursdays:
Choir, 1-3pm.

NOVA West Island Fundraiser • till Dec. 12
Buy a $5 candle for the tree-lighting ceremony,
Dec. 12, 4pm. 447 Beaconsfield. 514-695-8335

JPL Israeli Film Fest • Jan. 16, 23, 30 & Feb. 6, 20
Saturdays 8pm. $10-$15, or 5-movie pass, $45.
Vanier College auditorium, 821 Ave. Ste-Croix.
Wheelchair access. February 20 screening at JPL,
5151 Côte Ste. Catherine. jewishpubliclibrary.org.
514-345-6416.

Montréal en Lumière Festival • Feb. 18 – Mar. 5
Contract Bridge • Tuesday afternoons
Friendly game for senior (60+) men. No part- Shows, concerts, fine dining, free outdoor events.
ner required. $5. Pointe Claire Curling Club, montrealenlumiere.com/en-CA
250 Lanthier. 514-697-4159
St. Monica’s Paris study group • Jan. 7-Feb. 18
Thurs. 7-9pm. Seven-week session on Living
with Limits, organized by the Faith and Justice
Committee. Sign-up by Dec. 15. $15 for reading
materials. 6405 Terrebonne. 514-481-0267 x 22

SUPPORT

West Island Women’s Centre offers educational
and recreational courses. Register as of Dec. 11,
1-3pm/6:45-7:45pm. Classes begin January 11.
11 Rodney, Pointe-Claire. wiwc.ca 514-695-8529

SOCIAL PAINTING / ART CLASSES
• Individual & small classes
offered by a professional
artist & educator
• Materials supplied,
no experience necessary

Debrah: 514-246-9092
debgilmour@yahoo.ca, debrahgilmourart.com

WESTMOUNT PARK
UNITED CHURCH
4695 De Maisonneuve Blvd. W.
corner Lansdowne

514-937-1146

westmountparkuc.org

Christmas Eve Carol Service
December 24 7:30 p.m.
th

Children and pets are welcome!
C arrosserie

JACOB
& JACOB
B O D Y S H O P
SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR SENIORS
Best Wishes for a Happy Hanukah!

ACCIDENT REPAIRS • PAINTING • VARNISH
RESTORATION • FRAME WORK
FREE ESTIMATES • COURTESY CARS
SINCE 1988

6280 ST-JACQUES ST. WEST

TEL.: (514) 484-7945 • FAX: (514) 484-2487

MOVING SERVICE DE DÉMÉNAGEMENT

Overeaters Anonymous is a 12-step recovery
group for compulsive overeaters, anorexics and
bulimics. No weigh-ins, dues or fees. For Montreal area meetings: 514-488-1812

In January, Hope & Cope offers a free 7-week
support group for those who lost a loved one to
MUSIC
Les choralies Christmas concerts • until Dec. 20 cancer. 514-973-2254; 514-340-8222, X 8535.
Saturdays & Sundays 1:30pm & 3pm. Various
choirs. Closing concert by Ensemble Da Capo,
LEARNING
Sun. Dec. 20, 8pm. Notre-Dame-de-Bon-Secours
McGill Community for Lifelong Learning
Chapel 400, Saint-Paul E. marguerite-bourgeoys.
registration for programs starting January 11.
com/choralies 514-292-8670
mcgill.ca/mcll_joy 514-398-8234
Festival Séfarad closing concert • Dec. 12
Creative Social Centre offers winter courses on
Sat. 8pm. Andalusian Trilogy, conducted by Katia
these start dates: Jog Your Mind (new) with tips
Makdisse Warren and OktoEcko. $40. Theatre
to increase memory and cognitive vitality. Thurs.
Outremont, 1248 Bernard. 514-495-9944.
Jan. 7, 10am-noon. 10 sessions, $25. Crochet
Chorale Philomela Singers • Dec. 12 & 13
(ongoing) Tues. Feb. 7, 1-3pm. 5 sessions, $50/$60
Sat. 7:30pm. Union Church, 24 Maple, Sainte- non-members. Plaster/Sculpture: Tues. Jan. 26,
Anne-de-Bellevue & Sun. 3pm. St. Columba
9:30-11:30am.$12/$14 non-members per class.
Church, 11 Rodney, Pointe-Claire.
$18 seniors/$10 students. Free for kids 12-.
Cummings Centre winter registration • Mon-Thurs.
9am-3:30pm & Fri. 9am-12:30pm. 5700 Westbury.
514-697-0015 or 514-605-0015
cummingscentre.org 514-342-1234 X 7209
Sons of Italy Christmas Concert • Dec. 13
Sun. 3pm. Concerto de Natale directed by Ron di Thomas More Institute offers winter 2016
Lauro, featuring tenor Perry Canestrari. $20/$10 semester courses in literature, classics, science,
religious studies, writing, and the arts. 3405 Atwater.
children. 145 de Beauharnois W.
514-935-9585
514-271-2281

Moving & Storage
Make the right move
Family operated

•
•
•
•

Reliable
Affordable
Licensed & insured
Local & long
distance

514-735-8148

Directory of Social
and Community Services
for the Elderly
– Island of Montréal

www.ainesmtl.ca
CONTACT US

514 527-0007
Made possible thanks to the financial contribution
of the Ministère de la Famille du Québec
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Volunteer army gets 1,500-person boost

Solid, comfortable, 2 bedrooms, hardwood
floors, wood burning fireplace for those cold
winter evenings, private deck for warm
summer days. Located on a quiet street in
the friendly village of Knowlton. $179,000
Lois Hardacker Chart. R.E. Bkr 450-242-2000
Royal LePage Action Real Estate Agency
www.loishardacker.ca

Computer, iPhone, iPad
Tutor

Computer
Buddy

(514) 655-8790
aben94@gmail.com

Senior Residence

Fulfilling Needs
at Every Stage

Sun Youth
Joseph Munro

Photo: Joseph Munro

THE PERFECT LITTLE HOUSE

Sometimes efforts go farther than imagined.
In 1954, 9-year-old Earl De La Perralle and
13-year-old Sid Stevens, with a few other kids
from the St. Urbain neighborhood, started what
would become one of Quebec’s most important
charities. It began with a handwritten newspaper
called “The Clark Street Sun” that mirrored the
everyday life of these inner-city youth, many of
whom lived in poverty and came from immigrant
families. Two copies of the weekly newspaper were
handwritten and circulated. Rather than selling
them, each copy was rented at two-cents. All of
the money collected went to fund local sports and
recreational activities for the neighborhood kids.
Today Sun Youth boasts over 1500 volunteers
yearly and is co-directed by its two original volunteers. Now a registered charity and non-profit
organization, it has become a staple in the community, continuously helping thousands of people in many ways. While relying on the faithful
cooperation of community and humanitarian
organizations, Sun Youth derives the majority
of its revenue from several generous private and
corporate donors, municipal and government
funds, as well as media partners.
December is Sun Youth’s biggest month when

Earl De La Perralle (left) and Sid Stevens

it prepares Christmas baskets for distribution.
Starting the 18th, Sun Youth plans to hand out
5,000 food hampers and nearly as many new toys
to children aged 12 and under. Thousands of disadvantaged Montreal families count on the community’s generosity to enjoy the holidays with
enough food to prepare a holiday meal and new
toys for their young ones. As always, Sun Youth is
extremely thankful to its volunteers and donors,
without whom none of this would be possible.

Live and Learn
Computer
iPad
iPhone

PRIVATE COMPUTER LESSONS
At your convenience
Beginners, learn the basics
All ages
CALL BEN

25

$

SSON FOR ON
ST LE
LY
FIR

514 655-8790✫ At your convenience

PRIVATE COMPUTER LESSONS

Seek The
Best Value

Away From Home Protection ® |
24- Hour Compassion Helpline ® | National Transferability
Bereavement Travel | Personal Planning Services |
Grief Support | Veterans Benefits

COLLINS CLARKE

MACGILLIVRAY WHITE

Funeral Home
Reception room • Parking • Chapel

514-482-5515
514-482-5516

✫ Beginners level, learn the basics
In a time when
families are suffering from financial hardship, losing a loved
✫ many
All ages
one can be even more devastating. It is during these uncertain times that you should
Computer,
and services.
iPad You want straight answers, not surprises.
seek the
best valueiPhone
on funeral
®
Tutor with
references
provider promises to show you the cost for everything
Your Dignity
Memorial
you will receive – a practice not matched by some funeral homes. With the Dignity
FIRST LESSON ONLY $25
Memorial network, you will appreciate our integrity and the real value of the
Give
me a call
services you
receive.

When You Lose
a Loved One,

RÉSIDENCE FUNÉRAIRE

514-489-3544
514-489-3313

Collins Clarke Pointe Claire
Manager Martin Allaire
222 highway 20
(514) 483-1870

Ben
655-8790
When
you(514)
see and
experience all that’s offered by your Dignity Memorial
provider, you will discover they provide an incomparable value – making for an
easy choice at a very difficult time.
The Dignity Memorial network: North America’s leading funeral homes and
cemeteries, united to bring you the services you need when it matters most.

Collins Clarke Sherbrooke St.
Manager Martin Allaire
5610 Sherbrooke Street West
N.D.G. (514) 483-1870
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Collins Clarke St-Lambert
Manager Martin Allaire
307 Riverside Drive
(514) 483-1870

Laurent Theriault, Verdun
and Ville LaSalle
Manager Daniel Theriault
(514) 769-3867

1948 was a holy war for Arabs, historian says
Israeli historian Benny Morris came to town
last month for a lecture promising “new perspectives” of the 1948 War – the war to defend
and solidify the newly independent Jewish state,
called the Nakhba or catastrophe in Arabic.
The McGill lecture, part of a series titled “Anti
Semitism in Comparative Perspective,” got off
to a rocky start when a pro-Palestinian activist
stormed in and accused Morris of being a racist.
Facing a hostile reaction from the audience, the
man soon departed.
The seminar room overflowed with interested
non-students, which seemed to surprise organizer,
Michelle Whiteman, acting for the New Yorkbased sponsor, Institute for the Study of Global
Anti-Semitism and Policy. Kosher pizza arrived
promptly for McGill students, but others—professors, authors, journalists, and non-students
passionate about Israel, were forced to stand and
sit on the floor.
Much of the material in the speech is covered
in Morris’s book, the magisterial 1948: The First
Arab-Israeli War. Some in the audience, who had
not read the book and were unfamiliar with the
historiography of the conflict, appeared surprised
with Morris’s assertion that most of the 700,000plus displaced Arabs were forced out by the
actions of Jewish forces in the war and did not
leave their homes voluntarily.
The thrust of his lecture was that the war was

Photo: Irwin Block

Irwin Block

Historian Benny Morris spoke at McGill last month.

promoted by important figures in the Arab world
as a Jihad, or holy war, and not just a struggle for
territorial hegemony.
On Dec. 2, 1947, just days after the UN General
Assembly passed a resolution to partition historic
Palestine into Jewish and Arab-ruled sections,
the Ulama or chief scholars of Sunni Islam of
Al-Azhar University in Cairo– the leading university of the Arab World– issued a fatwa calling on
the world’s Muslims to launch a Jihad to destroy
the incipient Jewish state. It was reiterated by
the Ulama, in April 1948, days before the Egyptian Army and three other Arab armies attacked
Palestine, giving the campaign a “religious

imprimatur.” The fatwa was reissued later that year.
“It was clear the Arabs had lost the war,” Morris
said, but reissuing the Fatwa signaled it was meant
“to stand for future years, for future generations,
for whatever bout there will be against the Jews.”
As noted in his book and repeated at the conference, Matiel Mighannam, a Lebanese Christian
woman who headed the Arab Women’s Organization in Palestine, affiliated with the Arab High
Command, told an interviewer: “The UN decision
has united all Arabs as they have never been united
before, not even against the Crusaders.” She added
that a Jewish state had no chance to survive and
“All the Jews will eventually be massacred.”
Morris cited other sources to demonstrate that the
conflict was conducted in a climate of Jihad, even if
not that many Arab volunteers came to Palestine for
the struggle based on the holy-war dictum.
As for goals in the 1947 Arab-Jewish civil war
that preceded the invasion of historic Palestine by
Egypt, Iraq, Syria and Jordan, “the Jewish community fought for its survival.”
In March-April 1948, the focus shifted as the
Jewish community sought to extend the territory
beyond the three parcels, or 6,000 square miles
of Palestine’s 10,000 square miles, that the UN
resolution allocated for Jewish sovereignty. Since
the Arab side rejected partition, and an invasion was imminent, the Jewish leadership then
decided to expand its territorial allotm ent by an
additional 2,000 square miles.
Continued on page 28

Next January,
I’m inviting
everyone over.
LAURA M. WALLACE, AT CHARTWELL SINCE 2013.
If you’re like Laura, you never miss an opportunity to get
together with friends and have fun. That’s why you’re all invited
to our Afternoon High Tea event at the Ritz Carlton. Join us
and learn why our residents feel so at home at Chartwell.
CHARTWELL.COM

AFTERNOON
HIGH TEA
at the Ritz Carlton
Call us
for details!

Make us part of your story.
230 Hymus Blvd, Pointe-Claire
438-538-8474

Conditions may apply.

www.lekingdavid.com
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Impasse blamed on Hamas, Fatah
Continued from page 27

514-489-6879

WOW! Personal trainers available to
help you stay fit & healthy.

Mon-Fri 6:30am - 10pm, Sat-Sun 8am - 8pm

Happy holidays to our friends & clients

Day Pass for 2
* For new members only Exp: Dec. 31, 2016
Senior Discounts Available

A third war aim, Morris asserted was “to
reduce the number of Arabs in the Jewish state
as it emerged – if you like, to expel Arabs. The
idea of expelling the Arabs was never adopted as
policy by any of the major political parties, the
cabinet, or the general staff of the army,” he said.
“But there was an atmosphere of transfer. Some
units kicked out Arabs, and the government
decided in June 1948 not to allow refugees to
return, a decision, which was periodically reiterated. This can be seen as an expulsive decision,
but that’s the expulsive element of official policy.”
As for Palestinian war aims, the researcher faces
a formidable obstacle because of a lack of archival
material. “We don’t have firm proof of what the
Palestinians wanted as they went to war, and the
Palestinians themselves were disorganized,” he
noted. What is clear is that the phrase “throwing the
Jews into the sea” appears only very rarely in Palestinian and Arab states’ discourse, he has found.
Morris said the war created two additional
refugee problems apart from the 700,000-plus
Palestinian Arabs, 500,000 of whom ended up in
Gaza, which came under Egyptian control, and the
West Bank, then under Jordanian control: some
70,000 Palestinian Jews were internally displaced
by the conflict and then, some 700,000-800,000
Jews were compelled to leave their historic homes
within Muslim states in the Middle East and
North Africa.
“They were all essentially victims of the war,”
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Morris observed, starting with a pogrom that
resulted in 70 Yemeni Jews being murdered in
Aden, followed by similar events in Aleppo,
Syria, where 75 Jews were slaughtered, and
Bahrain, where shops were looted and the synagogue
destroyed. These events “intimidated the Jews
into flight,” starting with the Jews of Yemen, and
followed by Iraqi and Egyptian Jews in 1948, 1949,
and 1950, and then the Jews of North Africa in the
late 1950s and 1960s.
Morris blamed the current impasse on Hamas
and Fatah, which, he said, were not interested
in a two-state solution or making peace with a
Jewish state. This is particularly true of Hamas,
which rules Gaza, and Fatah leaders, who control
the West Bank and the Palestinian Authority, and
fear “the Hamas gunmen behind them.
“They feel all of historic Palestine is Arab land.”
He added that the current situation is untenable,
seen by the world community as immoral. The
Israeli occupation is seen as more painful than the
Arab refusal to agree to a compromise settlement, as
proposed as recently as 2000 and 2008, he asserted.
“The choice facing Israel: stay in place indefinitely,
or withdraw unilaterally, as Israel did in Gaza.”
Any withdrawal should allow some Jewish
settlements to remain in the West Bank, he suggested, since there is no logical reason why Jews
should be barred from a Palestinian state, while
some 1.7 million Arabs account for one-fifth of
Israel’s majority Jewish population.
irblock@hotmail.com

Irwin Block

The approaching holiday season
reminds me of growing up in the
1940s and 1950s in Outremont.
The sparkle of the first snow was a
joyful time, because it meant fun in
the streets and alleyways—there were
no nearby playgrounds for those of us
who lived on either side of Park Ave.
It meant that Christmas and Hanukkah were around the corner,
the songs were fresh and joyful, and
there was so much to look forward to.
Street hockey was a joy, because there
was little traffic back then on a side
street like Querbes.
Another pleasure was skating at
Parc St. Viateur, just behind Steinberg’s on Bernard. We would change
in the chalet, and leave our boots
there with no fear they would be
stolen. They played Tales from the
Vienna Woods, and other music on
the loudspeaker, and the big challenge was to ask a girl to skate with
you around the chalet. It was a fiveminute chance to hold hands.
An Outremont cop was usually on
patrol, wearing a black fur hat and
short jacket. He rarely had much to
do, because peace reigned on the
rink. There were fancy skaters who
twirled around, strutting their stuff,
but mostly it was like a village gathering with kids learning to skate on
cheese cutters, alongside skaters of

varying skills. Many would end the
evening skate with an ice cream soda
or hot chocolate at the soda shop.
I remember those tough-looking
English-speaking guys who wore
leather jackets from Catholic schools
Luke Callaghan High or St. Michael’s. Even in the coldest weather,
their jackets would not be zipped.
They wore air force boots with the
flaps down, because only sissies
zipped them up. We didn’t know
them, they didn’t know us, and there
was no contact with the Jewish kids.
There was also almost no contact
with French-speaking kids. They
went to separate schools, like École
Lajoie. Most Jewish kids went to Guy
Drummond in Outremont, Edward
VII or Fairmount, east of Park. Fairmount School was important for
many of us, since on Saturday afternoons they showed movies in the
gym at a time when you had to be 16
to be admitted to a theatre. We sat
on the floor and watched serials like
Nyoka the Jungle Girl and feature
films, all for 25 cents.
Jewish families gave Hanukkah
gelt to kids, which in some ways was
equivalent to the gifts that became a
huge part of Christmas. I believe it
had a lot to do with the sparkle of
coinage, when the tradition began,
reflecting the light of the season. I
remember wondering—even looking out the window on Christmas
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I remember the sparkle of the season on Park Ave

Lil, Irwin, Rona Block, Outremont 1950.

Eve—is there really an old guy with a
white beard who climbs down chimneys to bring toys to kids?
We waited for January sales to visit
the stores my mother considered
fair. One of them was Bessie’s, on
Park just south of Bernard. But for
trousers, we joined many other families, looking for bargains, to visit
Rothstein Pants in the Peck Building on St. Laurent near St. Viateur.
A hunched cutter with a measuring
tape around his neck would look for
a pair of gabardine that fit—but not
too well, so you can grow into it.
Park had everything—hardware at
Pascal’s and Duskes across the street,

the Montreal City & District Savings
Bank, which encouraged kids to open
accounts, Kresge’s, and Woolworth’s
and the Park Plaza Restaurant where
we went several times to celebrate
New Year’s Day. It served a mainstream range of dishes, but we kids
would order steaks.
From a young age, probably 7 or 8,
we took the streetcar by ourselves to
go to school. Mr. Kaplansky ran the
dusty shop on Park near our school
where he sold the Hebrew books we
needed. Brifman’s Pharmacy was on
one corner of St. Joseph and Park, Lindy’s Restaurant, Regal Sandwich shop,
and a hot dog joint on the others.
And on Laurier, I remember the
storefront, Beth El Mission to the
Jews, which we considered a dark
and foreboding place. It was, we figured, an office where Jews could become Christians. Who would even
think of converting us?
I never saw anyone enter. Actually,
I recall that some did—eager missionaries from the Pirchei Agudat
Yisrael, an ultra-Orthodox Jewish
community on St. Joseph and sought
to recruit children from our school.
We were discouraged from doing so
by our principal, Melach Magid.

Vista offers

active lifestyle
based on security,
elegance and
comfort !

Nurse on site

• Free consultations to get your
vaccinations up to date (Shingles,
• Ear cleaning
• Wound care
• and much more

Nutritionist on site

Call us book your free consultation

Personalized blister-pack
medication for added
• Security
• Convenience
• Reliability

Access to
skilled health
professionals
and a wide range
of services.

UPSCALE URBAN LIVING FOR ACTIVE SENIORS
AUTONOMOUS UNITS
• Apartments (studios, one or two bedrooms or penthouses)
with private terrace
• À la carte services available
ASSISTED LIVING UNITS
• Studios and apartments including meals and housekeeping
• Nurse and/or health care attendant on site
• Assistance with daily living activities available
CARE UNITS
• Professional and passionate healthcare staff
• Help and support 24/7
• Comfortable rooms

Best Wishes for a
Happy and Healthy
Holiday Season!

5300, Côte-Saint-Luc Road, Montréal
514 483-5300 • reseau-selection.com
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Feasting eyes on Botero’s Medellín in Colombia

streets just outside our hotel at night.
The first morning we walked to the
Botanical Gardens, which was relaxing. We visited the butterflies held in
an enclosed space, but few opened
We happened to be in Medellín, their wings for us or our cameras.
Colombia, to welcome the New
We took the above-ground metro,
Year of 2015, during our first visit clean and fast, across the city to the
to Colombia and Ecuador.
El Poblado neighbourhood, very
Medellín is south of Bogota and is upscale with lots of restaurants
Colombia’s second-largest city.
and boutiques. We discovered an
Our hotel, Prada 61, was north of excellent vegetarian restaurant,
the centre of town. This neighbour- Verdeo, which was listed in our
hood, also called Prada, did not Colombia guid book, and had delicious
seem to be the safest, nor did the organic tomato soup and salads.
We spent a couple of hours wandering around and met two brothers who told us what we should
see. We took their first recommendation and grabbed a cab
to the Publito Paisa, a miniature
colonial town, very Disneylandish,
with a colourful show of Christmas
decorations that are lit up after dark.
It’s at the top of a hill and from all
around you can view the cityscapes.
Medellín is like no city we’ve ever
experienced because of the way it’s
built on hilltops that cascade toward
the valley in the centre. From almost
anywhere you can see these hills and
it’s especially beautiful at night.

Times and Places
Barbara Moser

We toured the huge square
that features Botero’s
immense sculptures.
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The colourfully lit decorations for
the season were everywhere. From
Publito Paisa, we got directions
to the nearest crêpes-and-waffles
restaurant, our favourite, which we
discovered in Bogota. It was in a
huge complex called Premiere Plaza,
which is a beautiful mall— if such
a thing is possible—of three floors
with views of the city.
Colombia is more sophisticated
and advanced in some ways than
Canada and the U.S. For example in
the washroom, there is a cubicle for
families with a tiny toilet for children.
People everywhere were incredibly
friendly and patient with us when we
asked questions. One young woman
wanted to know if I spoke English,
after I asked her which direction we
should walk in to see the neighbourhood of El Problato.
The inside of Prada 61 was beautiful. The first night we arrived at 10 by
taxi from the airport and our hosts
made us dinner in the little hotel
restaurant. We both had their cream
of tomato soup. Irwin had the filet
mignon, a small but very tender
piece with salad. I had pasta with
cheese, asparagus and mushroom
sauce without the pasta.

We met an interesting American
woman staying at the hotel who was
planning on buying a condo in Medellín, but who told us she was having
a lot of trouble with the bureaucratic
process of visiting potential condos.
She had already been staying at the
hotel for a couple of months.
The second day we had lunch at
yet another vegetarian restaurant in
a lovely area of Medellín in El Probado: Govinda’s veggie buffet filled
us up for a total of $9 for both of us.
We spent hours wandering around
in central Medellín on December 31
watching thousands of people get
ready for New Year’s Eve. That was
exhausting!We couldn’t get into the
Botero Museum on the square because it was closing early, but the
sculptures kept us happy as we marveled at Botero’s genius and chutzpah
for creating these massive creatures.
For New Year’s we hunkered down
in our hotel with our flat-screen TV,
venturing downstairs to have a quiet
dinner and then back to our room
to watch the New Year’s festivities
on TV.

From heart attack to art attack: an awakening
Kristine Berey

The gardener and the artist have
much in common: The euphoric
joy in colours, the almost monastic
experience of silence, the freedom
of moving, breathing, working with
your hands at your own pace, and
glimpses of a sometimes astounding creative power permeating the
universe, yet coming from within.
“I’ve always loved gardens,” says
Albert Cormier, 56, who just
completed his first published
work, Medieval Gardens of Love,
a book to fill with colour, suitable for
all ages.
Cormier’s dearest childhood
memories are of working with
his family, in his mother’s large
vegetable garden during the
harvest season. During the long
winter in New Brunswick, he kept
warm with paints and pencils,
drawing away into the night. But he
did not think of himself as an artist
and did not know what he wanted
to do in life.
Coming to Montreal at 19, he
became a professional graphic
designer, taking art courses now and
then. “One course at college that I
loved more than any other was Illustration,” Cormier recalls. “We had to
create illustrations for a fairy tale.”
But there was a nagging sense that
something was missing.
Suddenly at 50, a heart attack
forced Cormier to face the reality
that time is finite. Shortly after, the
loss of his house and his beloved
garden devastated him. But it was
also a time of reckoning. His will
came into force. “After a heart attack,

that’s when you decide what you
want out of life,” he says. “It’s a serious wake-up call that life is fragile.”
He enrolled in the École des Beaux
Arts in Montreal and worked as
never before, creating works in
pastel, watercolour, charcoal and
oils. “For the first time I felt as if I
had found my place,” he says.
A chance meeting with
publisher Andrei Kelner bloomed
into an exciting opportunity.
Kelner asked Cormier to create
drawings for an adult “anti-stress”
colouring book, suggesting several
themes. Perhaps because of the
intrusive onslaught of technology,
these types of books have become
the top 10 bestsellers internationally
this year across all categories.
“As soon as I heard the theme
‘medieval gardens,’ I knew this
is what I wanted to do,” Cormier
says. The work called upon all his
talents, which had so far been germinating quietly. “It’s very different
from anything I’ve ever done before.
I’ve never created a book from
beginning to end,” says Cormier, who
did both drawings and the graphic
design, including the cordons of
flowers inspired by medieval illuminations framing each image.
On each page, there is a relationship between human beings, or
between humans and nature. The
drawings, inspired by Tacuinum
Sanitatus, a 15th-century book on
health, capture the character of
medieval engravings; the figures
gazing at something beyond their
immediate surroundings yet staying close to the comfort of nature’s
bounty. Though meticulously drawn,

Medieval

Gardens of Love
Colouring book • Anti-stress • Tome 1

Albert Cormier

there is plenty of free space, creating
a sense of expansion and inviting the
reader into the world of magic and
memories of their own inner gardens.
Cormier and fellow artists Barbara
Moser and Danielle Dubois recently
started meeting for a shared art
experience, playfully dubbing their
get-togethers “Art Attack.” However,
artists are never so serious as when
they are playing, and they have been
producing works of various sizes
they will share with the public.

Albert Cormier

Art Attack will show their latest works December 11-13 at The
Senior Times, 4077 Décarie Blvd.
Vernissage: Fri. Dec. 11, 5-9pm and
show Sat. 12 & Sun. 13, noon-5pm;
with a second show: Feb. 12-14, 2016.
Albert Cormier’s Medieval Gardens of Love can be purchased for
$15 at The Senior Times office by
calling 514-484-5033 or by visiting
amzn.to/21FIfWo
on.fb.me/1NOlWda
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Boucherville

Sorel

Sherbrooke

St-Laurent

Mont St-Hilaire

Granby

Du Musee (Sherbrook ) Dollard-des-Ormeaux
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St-Leonard

Pointe-aux-Trembles

Laval

Sainte-Julie

Brossard

Plaza (Montreal)

